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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE FLOWFIELD
OF SUPERSONIC EJECTORNOZZLES
by Bernhard H. Anderson
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
An analytical procedure for computing the performance and flow-field characteris-
tics of supersonic ejector nozzles is presented. This procedure includes real sonic
"line" effects and an interaction analysis for the mixing process between the primary
and secondary flows of the ejector nozzle. The procedure, which has been programmed
in FORTRAN IV, is designated REJECT and has operated on IBM 7094, IBM 360,
CDC 6600, and UNIVAC 1108.
INTRODUCTION
The potential of secondary flow to improve the performance of exhaust nozzles has
received widespread attention. Numerous experimental as well as theoretical investi-
gations have been conducted. The early efforts to analyze supersonic ejector nozzles
were based on one-dimensional concepts (refs. 1 to 3). In these studies of ejector sys-
tems, one-dimensional isentropic relations were applied to both the primary and sec-
ondary flows, which were considered to coexist within a cylindrical shroud and allowed
to have different average total pressures. Because such a treatment has limitations, in
later analyses the primary flow was constructed by using the method of characteristics,
while one-dimensional isentropic flow was assumed for the secondary stream (refs. 4
to 6). In these analyses, the dissipative effects of the mixing process were not treated
as an interaction problem, but rather superimposed on the inviscid jet boundary in the
classical boundary-layer approach. The phenomenological description of this transport
mechanism was based on a quasi-constant-pressure two-stream turbulent mixing pro-
cess (ref. 5) obtained by an extension of analyses for mixing between a single stream
and a quiescent fluid (ref. 7). In application, the effects of mixing were viewed as a
simple change in the secondary weight flow ratio from that given by the inviscid solution.
In general, this methodyielded goodagreement with data, provided the shroud (or
shoulder) diameter ratio was small and the primary stream entrance Mach number was
greater than 1.0 so that the flow followed a Prandtl-Meyer relation for the expansion
process around the primary nozzle lip.
It becameapparent that an interaction approach hadto be used for the mixing pro-
cess for many ejectors (ref. 8) becausea correction of the inviscid solution underesti-
mated the effects of the turbulent mixing process. A secondand very pragmatic prob-
lem also occurred whenextensive calculations were madewith these analyses. The
inviscid analysis would not yield a chokedsolution in the stream for manyejector con-
ditions of interest. However, it was realized (ref. 8) that if the second-order displace-
ment effects were included in an interaction analysis, these solutions could be obtained.
The assumption that the flow follows a Prandtl-Meyer expansionaround the primary
nozzle lip from a uniform sonic flow was very limiting becausepractical ejector sys-
tems usually havechokedconical primary nozzles. It wasnot until the solution of com-
pressible flow through chokedconical nozzles wasaccomplished (ref. 9) and incorporat-
ed into an ejector nozzle analysis (refs. 10and 11)that the influence of the sonic line
assumptions could be resolved. The computer program reported herein is designated
REJECT and includes both the chokedconical nozzle analysis reported in reference 9
and an interaction analysis for the mixing process betweenthe primary and secondary
flows within the ejector nozzle.
The theoretical analysis for the solution of an ejector nozzle flow field of arbitrary
geometry is presented in this report. A comparison of the theory for a large number of
test cases is presented in references 10and 11. The symbols usedin the analysis are
defined in appendixA. To facilitate the use of the computer program, a detailed de-
scription of the input which is required to operate REJECT andan interpretation of the
printed outputare given in appendixesB and C. In addition, a sample output listing and
the computer program listing are presented in appendixesD and E.
ANA LYSIS
The flow in an ejector nozzle involves the mutual interaction between a high-energy,
high-velocity primary stream and a low-energy, low-velocity secondary stream, as
shown in figure 1. These two streams begin to interact at the primary nozzle lip. For
the ejector operating in the supersonic flow regime, the secondary flow is effectively
"sealed off" from ambient conditions. It is this nozzle operating condition that is con-
sidered in the theoretical analysis presented in this report.
The primary flow field is determined by the method of characteristics, starting
from an initial datum line, called the sonic line. The viscous interaction between the
two streams occurs along the interface (dash-dot line in fig. 1) and results in a transfer
of energy from the primary stream to the secondary stream. In the present analysis
the two-stream mixing is computedon the basis of a quasi-constant-pressure mixing
process; that is, the velocity profile is assumedto be developedfrom the local two
streams through a constant-pressure turbulent mixing process. Two conditions were
applied at each point along the jet boundary or interface: (1) the local static pressure
must be equal for both streams at their boundary and (2) continuity betweenthe two
streams must be preserved. The later condition required that the amount of secondary
flow entrained by the mixing process plus the unmixed flow be equal to the secondary
flow supplied to the ejector. These conditions were usedto determine the jet boundary
and consequentlythe local flow conditions in the neighborhoodof the shroud wall. Thus,
the mixing process was treated as an interaction analysis rather than simply superim-
posing the mixing region on the inviscid flow field at the minimum secondary flow area
as had beendonepreviously.
Sonic Line Solutions
Real sonic line. - The axisymmetric transonic flow analysis through conical nozzles
presented in reference 9 forms the basis for the sonic line solution in program REJECT.
To obtain the flow angle distribution in the throat region of the primary nozzle, the flow
is assumed to be steady, irrotational, isentropic, and two dimensional. The motion of
such a fluid can be described in terms of the stream function _P by the equation
_yy = 0 (1)
where the subscripts refer to partial differentiation. Equation (1) is a nonlinear partial
differential equation of second order. Within the transonic region, this equation is of
the mixed type, elliptic for subsonic flow and hyperbolic for supersonic flow. Upon in-
troducing the hodograph variables defined by
u )1/2q = + v 2 (2)
9=tan-l(v) (3)
equation (1) becomes
Oq \p 8q P q a 2] _0 2
Further simplification can be made by introducing the transformed velocity defined by
dw = p__ dq
P0 q
(5)
Thus, equation (4) becomes
= 0 (6)
where
K(M) =/_) 2 (1 - M 2) (7)
The introduction of the tangent gas approximation K(M) = 1 greatly simplifies the
solution of equation (6) because the hodograph relations reduce to the Cauchy-Riemann
equations. Thus, the flow field may be solved by the method of complex variables. The








where qm and Mm represent the velocity and Mach number at the match state where
this analysis is applied. Becausethe Cauchy-Riemannconditions are satisfied, the
method of singularities can be usedin sucha way as to satisfy the boundary conditions
of the present problem. The complex potential function of an arrangement of sources
and sinks which satisfies the necessary boundary conditions is given by
cosh_(w-iO- ¢oj)-cosh(_Aw)
F(w - i_) = In a (9)
cosh_ (w- i- ¢oj)- 1
C¢
where Aw = wj - Wa. The complex velocity can thus be found by differentiating equa-
tion (9)
--_ sinh--_ (w - iO - wj) _ sinh--_ (w - iO - wj)
dF ot a a ot
d(w-iO) c°sh--_ot (w-iO- wj)-cosh(_Aw) cosh_ (w- iO- wj)- 1O/
(10)
Use of this solution limits configurations to sharp-edged conical nozzles. The hodo-
graph solution can be transformed to the physical plane by introducing the complex vari-
able z =x+iy. Thus,
dz 1 × dF × d(w i0) e¢°-i0 dF
- - × × d(w - i_) (11)
w-i-9 d(w- iO) 4 d(w- iO)
e
where the bar over the last term indicates the complex conjugate. Thus, the location of
any point (w, 9) in the hodograph plane can be transferred to the point (x, y) in the physi-
cal plane by the integration of equation (11). The numerical constants have been adjust-
ed in equation (11) such that the location of the nozzle lip in the hodograph plane (wj, a)
corresponds to the point (0, 1) in the physical plane. Of particular interest in this analy-
sis is the distribution of flow angle within the throat region. These lines of constant
flow angle are called isoclines. To obtain the location of these isoclines, equation (11)
is numerically integrated from wa to wj at selected values of w for flow angles be-
tween 0 and a.
The sonic line is determined by finding the points of intersection of the established
isoclines with the Mach lines originating at the nozzle lip, as shown in figure 2. To
determine these Mach lines, the method of characteristics is introduced. Thus, the
primary flow field is constructed by using the set of equations




_-dO+J sin Osin # dy =0
sin(O+ _) y
(13)
dS = 0 on dy = tan 0 (14)
dx
where g is the local Mach angle. The static pressure p and flow angle 0 were cho-
sen as the basic variables because these quantities must be matched along the primary
jet boundary, or slipstream. At the nozzle lip, the expansion is a centered-wave type
and thus satisfies the Prandtl-Meyer function. The flow at the nozzle lip turns through
an angle which is determined by the back pressure, or the pressure in the vicinity of the
primary nozzle. The expansion is divided into a finite number of discrete steps. The
first point on the sonic line is the point of intersection of the first isocline (fig. 2) and
the Mach line from the nozzle lip which yields Mach 1.0 at the isocline flow angle. This
intersection is determined through an iterative process which involves satisfying the
known properties of pressure and flow angle along the sonic line and the characteristic
equations. Subsequent points along the sonic line are constructed in the same manner
as the characteristic net is developed. Thus, the sonic line is constructed as the pri-
mary flow field is developed.
While the analysis presented is for the choked flow through a wedge nozzle, the
solution of flow through conical nozzles is obtained by using the simplifying assumption
that the isoclines for axisymmetric flow are the same as those for the corresponding
two-dimensional flow. Once the sonic line is constructed, the inviscid discharge and
velocity coefficients can be obtained from the expressions
CDi = f(cos 0y dy - sin by dx) (15)




integrated along the sonic line.
Conical sonic line. - The present analysis constructs a primary inlet flow sonic line
for an ejector with a centerbody by assuming that flow within the throat region satisfies
the Taylor-Maccoll flow represented by the equation
2
VVuu= 1 + vu -
(u+ VVu)2
1 - Y -_____1(u 2 + v 2)
Y+l
(17)
where the subscripts refer to partial differentiation. Equation (17) is integrated from
the centerbody surface to the primary nozzle lip. The boundary conditions on the plug
surface are given by
-%
u = qm cos 0
v = qm sin 0
U
V u = ---
V
(18)
where qm is the velocity of the match condition, which is usually chosen to be 1. 003,
and 0 is the half-angle of the plug surface in the vicinity of the primary nozzle exit.
The sonic line would therefore be represented as a Mach wave passing through the pri-
mary nozzle lip and intersecting the ejector centerbody. The conditions along that start-
ing line are obtained from a solution of equation (17). Construction of the sonic line by
using the Taylor-Maccoll equation provides a flow that will not compress to subsonic
conditions on the plug surface downstream of the throat. It also satisfies the condition
that the velocity at the plug surface be parallel to that surface, but the condition of a
specified primary lip angle cannot be satisfied.
Plane sonic line. - The plane sonic line starting datum is constructed by using equa-
tions (12) to (14) at the match Mach number M m. Along this datum line, the flow angle
distribution does not vary. Thus, the only physically real case it can represent is that
of flow discharging axially from a nozzle with a zero lip angle.
Primary Flow Field Solution
Because the method of characteristics represents the solution of a hyperbolic dif-
ferential equation, downstream boundary conditions are not required. The solution
marches downstream using only the known upstream values and boundary conditions.
Disturbances in the flow field are not propagated upstream and do not affect regions of
the flow which have already been calculated. The actual computational procedure varies
somewhat depending on whether the new point to be calculated is an interior or boundary
point. However, the set of equations (12) to (14) must be satisfied. The numerical
technique used in constructing the primary flow field was structured as a marching
technique. Only the conditions on two C+ characteristics are saved (fig. 2), and the
computationsalways proceed in the downstreamdirection. This technique was chosen
over a reference plane method (ref. 12)becausethe flow under many ejector operating
conditions goes subsonic in the region near the centerline of the nozzle exit. Therefore,
the complete pressure distribution on the shroud surface canbe obtained without dealing
with a subsonic region.
In the method-of-characteristics solution, a shock waveis formed whentwo or
more members of the same characteristic family intersect. This phenomenonalways
occurs in an ejector exhaustnozzle at somepoint in the flow field as a direct result of
the recompression process which follows the overexpansion of the flow at the primary
nozzle lip. In this computer program, whentwo or more characteristics of the same
family do intersect, the conditions are set equal to the average conditions at the inter-
section point. These average conditions are projected downstreamto the next solution
plane and thus form a weak shockwave. Noattempt is madeto account for entropy
losses under these conditions.
Whenthe static pressure at the free boundaryis constant, the Mach number at this
boundary is only a function of pressure. The numerical procedure for solving the free
boundaryunder this condition for the methodof characteristics is well established and
will not be discussed. For flow in ejector nozzles the primary jet boundaryis not at
constantpressure. Thus, the conditions along this interface dependon the ejector mass
flow ratio, the total pressure ratio, the primary nozzle geometry, the shroud geometry,
and the mixing process along the jet boundary. A detailed discussion of this dependence
appears in the section SecondaryFlow Field Solutions. It suffices to say that oncethe
pressure on the jet boundaryis determined, the iteration for the location of the primary
jet boundary proceedsas if it were at constantpressure.
Centerbody boundary layer. - The iteraction between the primary flow field and the
boundary layer along the centerbody surface is taken into account in program REJECT
by the classical method of patching the boundary layer and inviscid flow field solutions.
Both the inviscid primary field and the boundary layer are computed simultaneously so
that the "marching" procedure is maintained. The boundary layer parameters are cal-
culated by the method presented in reference 13. This method was chosen because it
provides working formulas which are simple to program and which reflect boundary
layer behavior to a remarkably good degree, provided the Reynolds number is large and
the flow remains attached. The technique for including the boundary layer in the char-
acteristic solution proceeds in the same way as the standard boundary solution except
the physical surface is displaced an amount 5* and the surface tangent is increased an
amount d_*/dx. With the method presented in reference 13, the boundary layer proper-





and fl takes on values of either 1.20 or 1.25 depending on the Reynolds number. The
local Reynolds number R x based on the equivalent length defined by equation (19) is
computed by using the stagnation pressure and temperature. With this local Reynolds
number RX, the displacement thickness 5* and momentum thickness 0 are computed
for RX of order 106 by using the expressions
5, : 0. 046 x (1.0+ 0.8M2) 0" 44R_x0-.20 (21)
and for Rx of order
O: O. 036 x (1.0+ 0.10M2) -0" 70Rx 0"20
107 by using the expressions
5, : 0. 028 x 6.0+ 0.8M2) 0" 44R_0" 167
(22)
(23)
O: O. 022 x (1.0+ 0.10M2) -0"70P_X0" 167 (24)
These equations are valid for V = 1.4.
Since the static pressure is considered constant through the boundary layer, the
pressure that is computed a distance 6, from the surface is transferred to the surface.
This pressure forms the basis of the iteration loop so that the calculations can be cycled
in the standard manner for conditions on the surface.
Reynolds number effect. - It is well known that Reynolds number affects the meas-
ured flow coefficient of choked nozzles. If the loss in mass flow is considered as a
blockage effect caused by boundary layer displacement, the discharge and velocity coef-
ficients associated with only blockage can be approximated by the following expressions:





For a 1/7-power velocity distribution law the boundary layer displacement thickness
varies as x 4/5 according to the expression obtained from reference 14. When the pri-
mary nozzle exit diameter is identified with the characteristic length, equations (25)
and (26) become
C D = 1.0- K1RD0.2 (27)
where
C v = 1.0 - K2RD 0"2 (28)
K1 _ 0. 185 (29)
COS Ot
K 2 : 0. 144 (30)
for a 1/7-power velocity profile. The correlations expressed by equations (27) and (28)
are compared with unpublished data obtained on a ASME nozzle in figure 3. The nozzle
thrust coefficient is presented as the ratio of actual thrust to ideal thrust of a choked
nozzle based on the measured weight flow. In general, agreement appears to be very
good for the Reynolds range lxl06 to lxl07. Equations (27) and (28) can be combined
with equations (15) and (16) to form a more general expression for the flow and velocity
coefficients.
CD = (1.0 - K1RD0" 2) f(cos 9y dy - sin _STdx)
Cv=(1.0-K2RD0"2) 1-_- fcos _(cos _ydy-sin_ydx) (32)
CD i
(31)
where is the inviscid flow coefficient represented by equation (15) and the integra-CD i
tion is performed along the sonic line. Equations (31) and (32) were used to compute the
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flow coefficients for the chokedconical nozzles with primary nozzle lip angles _ of
8° and 27° that were presented in reference 11. Agreement betweencalculations and
measurements for both cases wasvery good. Thus, REJECT computesthe performance
of the primary nozzle acting in conjunction with the ejector.
SecondaryFlow Field Solutions
The purpose of program REJECT is to establish, for a given geometry, the per-
formance characteristics of the ejector system whenthe secondary flow becomesinde-
pendentof ambient conditions. The flow regimes occurring under this condition can be
categorized on the basis of the predominant flow mechanisms.
Whenthe amount of secondary flow supplied to the ejector nozzle is small, the pri-
mary flow plumes out and impinges on the shroud wall, as shownin figure 4(a). This
causesan oblique shock to form which effectively "seals off" the secondary flow from
ambient conditions. The secondary flow is "dragged" through the oblique-shock pres-
sure rise by its mixing action with the higher velocity primary jet flow. Equilibrium
conditions are thus established in the "low" secondary mass flow regime when the
amount of secondaryflow supplied to the ejector is equal to the flow which is dragged
past the recompression zone associatedwith the oblique shock. For the ejector operating
in the "high" secondarymass flow regime shownin figure 4(5), the interaction between
the two streams is such that the secondaryflow accelerates to critical conditions some-
where downstreamof the primary nozzle. The viscous interaction betweenthe two
streams occurs along their interface. As a result, energy (shear work) is transferred
from the primary to the secondarystream and the pumping characteristics are modi-
fied by the displacement effects of the mixing region.
Interaction between inviscid flow fields. - The primary stream internal flow field
is analyzed by the method of characteristics for irrotational axisymmetric flow. The
general conditions that must be satisfied along the jet boundary between the primary and
secondary streams are (1) the local static pressure must be equal for both streams at
their interface and (2) continuity between the two streams must be preserved. For flows
in which the mixing is neglected, the later condition requires that
W s f(ys) A_ Ps




f(v) : _/_ (___)-(_'+1)/2(7-1) (34)
and
f---
Ws _ Ws T4/Ts
Wp Wp
(35)
Thus, for a given secondary total-pressure ratio and corrected weight flow ratio, the
parameter As/Ap, defined by equation (33), relates the conditions on both sides of the
jet boundary. Consequently, the Mach number in the secondary passage can be deter-
mined from the expression
As - AS x Ap/A_
s/ApA_ Ap A* *
(36)
where A s is the local secondary flow area, Ap is the primary nozzle exit area,
Ap/A_ is a function of the primary nozzle exit Mach number, and As/Ap* * is related to
the ejector operating conditions through equation (33). The local secondary flow condi-
tions can thus be established from equation (36), and this will determine the jet boundary.
Relations within mixing region. - The quasi-constant-pressure two-stream mixing
processes presented in references 5 and 7 was used as the mixing model in program
REJECT. In most cases of ejector operation, the characteristic Reynolds number is
sufficiently large so that the jet mixing process occurring within the flow field is likely
to be turbulent. The assumption of quasi-constant-pressure two-stream mixing means
that the velocity profile, at the flow station under consideration, is considered to be de-
veloped from the local two streams through a constant-pressure turbulent jet mixing
process. The velocity profile within such a region will be given by
where







erf(_) 2 f0 T/e-fl 2
:_ d/3 (39)
q = _ (40)
X
and _ is the similarity parameter for the homogeneous coordinate system within the jet
mixing region. The jet boundary separating the two streams is located at _j within the
mixing region so that
I1(77p) - I2(_?p)
II(_?J) = 1- _s
(41)
where I1(77) and I2(_) represent the integrals
2
ii(_?) = ( 1- Cp)q_s_?s
Tp r/s
I2(_?) -(1C2)q_2--Ts-- Cpq_2s_s2 + f _?(1C2)q_2'x-C2(p_, d_?
Tp s _?s
(43)











where _ is the stagnation temperature ratio throughout the mixing region for fluids
with a Prandtl number of 1. The velocity and stagnation temperature profiles described
are defined within an intrinsic coordinate system which is located by a shift of Yn with
respect to the reference system and which is given by
°Yn 1
7/n = _ = 77p
x n 1 - Cs
II2(T/p)-_sIlO/p)] (46)
The effects of the entrainment of the secondary flow by the primary stream are in-
terpreted in the boundary space as equivalent to a displacement of the secondary stream
boundary 5*. Thus, it can be shown that
T 225* Vs - Cp_°s
-_-- = _ Ii(_j) - T/n (47)(;)x Us 1 - C Cs
The numerical value of the similarity parameter g has been well established to be 12
for the mixing of an incompressible fluid and later extended to 12 + 2. 758 Mp for the
compressible flow regime. To extend the concept of a similarity parameter to the two-
stream mixing problem, a rationale was proposed in reference 7 which resulted in the
following expressions:
en = I- "-:] e1 (4a)
where
eli 1 + _os
_I 1 - q_s
(49)
and the equivalent one-stream Crocco number Cpi is given by the relation
C2 : C2II(1- ¢s) 2 (50)
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By using equation (47), the equivalent one-stream similarity parameter (rI canbe de-
fined in terms of the Crocco number Cpi by the relation




Mixing process in high secondary flow regime. - The conservation of mass within
the ejector nozzle flow field (fig. 4) would require that at each streamwise station, the
following expression would be valid:
Ws _(Ws, i + AWs_
Wp\% %/
(52)
where Ws/W p is the secondary corrected weight flow ratio supplied to the ejector,
Ws, i/Wp is the secondary weight flow ratio which is unaffected by the mixing process,
and AWs/W p represents the amount of flow entrained by the mixing process to the point
of consideration. The ratio AWs/W p can be expressed by the following relation:
Wp crII(A_ ×xnyn 1 2 2 crII×_)
\A,/n CP _s
(53)
Since the secondary corrected weight flow supplied to the ejector remains constant, the
term Ws, i/Wn can be computed from equation (52). Since the secondary total-pressure
ratio Ps/Pp remains constant, the local secondary critical area ratio is thus affected
by jet mixing through the expression
A* (_ × PP W s% (54)
The parameter * *As, i/Ap defined by equation (54) is evaluated at each point along the jet
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boundary, so that conservation of mass is always preserved.
The local secondaryflow conditions are determined from the expression
As, i_ As, i Ap _(7p) Pp W(_ AWs_- (55)
which is used in the iterative procedure to define the local flow conditions along the jet
boundary. This procedure takes into account the effects of mixing on the local second-
ary flow Mach number. The local secondary flow area is obtained from the expression
As, i =As- AAs (56)
where A s is the secondary flow area defined by the local jet boundary and AA s is the
area associated with the mixing region. This term can be obtained from the relation
AAs=_2 × (- ×_-) (57)
_II XnYn _II
Equation (57) represents the change in the secondary flow area caused by the effects
of entrainment of the secondary stream by the primary stream (fig. 4) as interpreted in
the boundary layer sense by the displacement thickness -5*.
The isolation condition for the ejector operating in the high secondary flow regime
requires that the critical area ratio defined by equation (55) be greater than, but in the
neighborhood of, 1.0. This is accomplished in REJECT through an iterative process by
fixing the corrected secondary weight flow ratio Ws/W p and varying the secondary total
pressure ratio Ps/Pp until this condition is satisfied.
Impingement solution. - As previously described, equilibrium conditions are estab-
lished in the low secondary weight flow regime when the amount of flow that is dragged
past the recompression shock (fig. 4(a)) is equal to the amount of secondary flow sup-






where x w and Yw give the location of the primary jet impingement on the shroud wall
and (A/A*)w is the area ratio associated with the primary flow upstream of the recom-
pression shock. Application of the escape criterion
(59)
would allow an identification of a discriminating streamline _d within the jet mixing re-
gion which distinguishes that part of the flow which is "turned" back and that part which
has sufficient energy to traverse the static-pressure rise (p2/Pl) associated with the
impingement shock (fig. 4(a)). w
Shroud boundary layer. - The boundary layer along the shroud wall is treated in a
manner similar to that used for the boundary layer along the centerbody surface, which
was previously discussed. The marching procedure is preserved, and equations (19)
to (29) provide the working formulas for the computation of the shroud boundary layer.
Performance parameters. - The two most important parameters which describe the
thrust performance of ejector systems are the nozzle efficiency
F Pe AI_ /











where Fip/(PpA p) and Fis/(PpAp) are the ideal thrust of the primary and secondary
streams based on the measured weight flows and the nozzle pressure ratio Pp/Pe" The
ideal thrust of the primary and secondary streams can be computed from the relations
p-_p- CD× fid p'
(62)
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Fis Ps As Ap Pe
- X ---_ X --
PpAp Pp Ap Apfid s'
(63)
where
The total stream or vacuum thrust of the ejector system is defined by the following ex-
pression:
F _ Fp +--+--Fs Fsh + F b Ff





Fs _Ps (1.0+TsM2) As
PpAp Pp Ap
(67)










sh +1__ _sb M2PpAp yppp pCf d_-
(70)
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OUTLINE OF GENERAL SOLUTION
The actual computation of the pumping characteristics, whether in the low or high
secondary flow regime, requires an iterative procedure which involves the calculation
of the entire flow field to some point where the isolation condition can be verified. This
overall iteration is accomplished by holding the secondary corrected weight flow ratio
Ws/W p constant and choosing different values of secondary total-pressure ratio Ps/Pp.
The set of equations discussed were programmed in a downstream forward-marching
procedure starting from the sonic line solution, which depends on both Ws/W p and
Ps/Pp. Once initiated, the procedure is advanced to a new station, where the previous
station's solution is used as input for the new solution. At this point, the secondary
flow field is examined and a decision is made whether to continue in the downstream
direction or to seek a new value of total-pressure ratio Ps/Pp and repeat the cycle.
When a solution has been found, the entire ejector flow field is computed, along with the
standard ejector performance parameters. Because of the many iterations that can oc-
cur in arriving at the pumping characteristics, program REJECT has been structured
to avoid excessive iterations within each flow field calculation, although such computa-
tions as the sonic line, two-stream mixing interaction and boundary layer effects are
repeated for each iteration. One complete flow field computation requires about 40 sec-
onds of central processing unit time on the CDC 6600 computer.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A theoretical analysis for the solution of flow within ejector nozzles of arbitrary
geometry is presented by using standard numerical techniques. A large number of cases
have been calculated with this analysis and compared with appropriate experimental data
(refs. 10 and 11). The procedure presented in this report provides an accurate and
economical method of designing a wide variety of ejector nozzles over the range of flow
conditions of interest.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,































primary nozzle exit area








primary nozzle exit diameter
stream thrust
complex stream function, eq. (9)
integrated skin friction force
ideal primary thrust based on actual weight flow
ideal secondary thrust based on actual weight flow
primary stream thrust
secondary stream thrust
parameter defined by eq. (34)
parameter defined by eq. (64)
parameter defined by eq. (20)
parameter defined by eq. (42)
parameter defined by eq. (43)
dimensionality
constant defined by eq. (29)































velocity ratioed to critical speed
Reynolds number based on primary nozzle diameter
Reynolds number based on equivalent length
e ntr opy
surface area of body
surface area of shroud
total temperature
axial component of velocity ratioed to critical speed
radial component of velocity ratioed to critical speed
corrected weight flow, w_fT
weight flow
equivalent length, eq. (19)
axial distance ratioed to primary nozzle radius
radial distance ratioed to primary nozzle radius
complex coordinate, x + iy
primary nozzle lip angle
constant, 1.20 or 1.25
ratio of specific heats
displacement thickness
parameter defined by eq. (40)
momentum thickness
flow angle
parameter defined by eq. (7)



















s secondary flow conditions
sh shroud conditions
w wall conditions
x conditions upstream of shock
z conditions downstream of shock
0 reference conditions







This section describes the loading of input data cards for running the computer pro-
gram. Care should be taken in loading because the input changes depending on the op-
tions chosen. Multiple cases can be run simply by stacking the cases in order. See
figures 5 and 6 for further explanation of geometric input quantities.
Card 1 - Title Card
Name Column For mat














Secondary corrected weight flow ratio
Initial estimate of secondary total-pressure
ratio
Secondary stream total temperature, K (OR)
Ratio of specific heats for secondary stream
Primary stream total temperature, K (OR)
Ratio of specific heats for primary stream
Card 3 - Data Variables
Name Column Format
AMR 1-12 6E 12.0
Comment
Match Mach number for starting the pri-
mary flow field calculation: set AMR =
1. 003 for plug nozzle configurations;















Primary nozzle conical lip angle, deg: set
ANGR = 0 for plane sonic line solution;
otherwise, ANGR < 0
Primary nozzle radius ratio, fig. 5
Location of primary nozzle exit relative to
coordinate system of shroud contour
points, cm (in.)
Diameter of primary nozzle exit, cm (in.)
Set NSHD = 1 to calculate performance of




















Set CONA > 0 to calculate conical plug
nozzle geometry with half-cone angle of
CONA and diameter of DBDY in plane of
primary nozzle exit, cm (in.)
Half-angle of conical plug nozzle, deg
Location of nozzle exit relative to coordinate
system of shroud contour points, cm (in.)
Reynolds number based on primary nozzle
exit diameter
Initial boundary layer displacement thick-
ness ratioed to primary nozzle exit radius,
5"/Rp
Set FDIM = 0.0 to calculate two-dimensional



























controlling initial expansion fan:
= 0.0005
controlling initial expansion fan:
= 0. 1000
controlling initial expansion fan:
= 1. 000
Constant controlling insertion of additional
field points: set K4 = 0. 0500
Set SOLVE = 0.0 to calculate nonmixing
solution; set SOLVE = 1.0 to calculate
mixing solution recommended for
WTFL > 0.04; set SOLVE = 2.0 to cal-
culate impingement solution for
0 -< WTFL < 0.04
Set PRINT = 0 for no printout of primary
flow field;set PRINT = I.0 for printout
of primary flow field for final solution;
set PRINT = 2.0 for printout primary















Number of field points along sonic line: for
ANGR < 0 set NDATA = 21; for ANGR = 0
set NDATA = 8
Number of shroud contour points read as
input data
Number of centerbody contour points read
as input data









Parameter which controls plotting routines
Set IPNCH = 0
Set IPRNT = 0
Set ICOMP = 0
Card 7 - NITER > 0




6E 12.0 Secondary total-pressure ratio (HSI-1-P) at
the I th iteration, where I = 1, NITER
Minimum computed secondary flow area
ratio As/A _ at the I th iteration, for
SOLVE =0.0, 1.0, whereI = 1, NITER
Computed leakage secondary weight flow
ratio at the Ith iteration for SOLVE = 2.0,
where I = 1, NITER
A restart option is provided in REJECT to iterate for the solution between the values
read on card 7. The values of PTS(I), AREA(I), and WLEAK(I) are printed out after




Card 8+ - Shroud Geometry (for NSHD > 1)
Column Format Comment
6E 12.0 Axial location of shroud coordinate point,
cm (in.)
Radial location of shroud coordinate point,
where I = 1, NSHD, cm (in).
1The plotting routines have been deleted from the computer FORTRAN listings pub-






Card 9+ - Plug Geometry (for NBDY ) 0)
Format Comment
6E12.0 Axial location of plug coordinate point, cm
(in.)
Radial location of plug coordinate point,




A sample output listing is presented in appendix D for the solution of the flow in a
convergent-divergent conical flap ejector nozzle operating at a secondary weight flow
ratio of 0.10. A detailed comparison between the calculated and measured performance
of this ejector is presented in reference 11. The output was obtained by using the print
option which gives the minimum amount of output (PRINT = 0.0) because a complete
output would be both lengthy and repetitious.
The output presented on the title page summarizes the important input variables and
is self-explanatory. The second and third pages of the output listing present a table of
the dimensionless shroud coordinate points relative to the primary nozzle exit station,
along with the surface tangent and the surface angle. These variables are labeled as
follows: XSHD(I), YSHD(I), DYSDX(I), ANGLE(I). Since the calculations are always
performed in a coordinate system relative to the primary nozzle exit (i. e., XSHD(I) =
0.0 always represents this station), the spacing ratio can easily be changed by varying
XPRIM in the input data. The fourth page summarizes the condition calculated along the
jet boundary when the ejector is operating at the listed secondary corrected weight flow
ratio (WTFL) and secondary total pressure ratio (PTS/PTP). The parameters present-
ed on this page of the output are defined as follows:
XSLP axial position
YSLP radial location of jet boundary
AMP primary stream Mach number
THETA flow angle of jet boundary
P/PTP ratio of static to primary total pressure
AMS secondary stream Mach number
P/PTS ratio of static to secondary total pressure
AS/AS* ratio of secondary flow area to secondary critical area
In using the restart option in REJECT, the values of PTS(I), AREA(I), and
NLEAK(I) which are read in as input data correspond to the total-pressure ratio
PTS/PTP, minimum secondary area ratio AS/AS*, and leakage weight flow ratio
WLEAK(I) which are printed on this page of the output. The fifth page of the output list-
ing presents the results of the boundary layer calculation performed in REJECT when
the ejector is operating at the listed secondary weight flow ratio (WTFL), secondary
total-pressure ratio (PTS/PTP), primary nozzle Reynolds number (REYPRM), and
28
corresponding secondaryReynoldsnumber (REYSEC). The boundarylayer calculations
along the shroud wall are basedon the secondary flow conditions.
The displacement thickness (DELSHD)and momentum thickness (THETAS)are
normalized with respect to the primary nozzle exit radius, while the skin friction coef-
ficient (CFSHD)is basedon secondarydynamic pressure.
The sixth pageof the output listing presents the sonic line solution computedin
REJECT, while the seventhpagesummarizes the important performance parameters.
The eighth pageof the output listing presents the relation betweenthe nozzle pressure





gross stream thrust, (F - PeAe)/(PpAp)
ideal thrust of primary nozzle






*****_wITIbH {-;JEC[O_ NOZZI_L, t)SHIJ/t)i_Rl_4 = 1.22"), LSrlI_)/OPRI_4 = 0.220*****
P_I_4A_ ' NOZZLE F._IT OI_ME1EI-_, OIaNIM = 2.00000
P_It_a_Y NUZZLE EXIT MACH N()., ANN = 1.0Ol00
P_IMA_Y NOZZLE LIP AN(_LL, Ar_({_ = -16,00000
P_|MA_Y NUZZLE _AL}IUS _ATIU, Y_ATID = I._0000
LocArlON UF PRIMa_Y NOZZLE, XP_IM = ._5H60
LJECTOK L_NOIH ME_SUREU FKUM P_IMAPY NOZZLE, EHU = J.19592
P_IMAF{Y NOZZLL _EYNULL)S NUMBER, NEYPNM = 4.O00ki÷0b
I'OIAL TLMPE_AIURE Of SECONDARY FLOW, TO5 = 500.000
_ATIO (_F _PLCIFIC mEAT_ FuR SLCONDANY FLOW, GAU5 = 1.40000
TOTAL [tMwEK_IuKL UF P_IMA_Y FLOW, TOP = 500.qO0
_TIO UF 5PECIFIC HEATS FUH P_IMARY FLOW, GAMP = I._0000
FLOW IN EJECTU_ Ib AXISYMMEIWIC, FUIM = 1.0
{",ItJ;'_,_E_ OF POlNIb bPECIFINu _rI_OUD CONTOUR, NbH[) = dO
NUMH6_ OF PUlN[b bPECIFING F'LU6 CONTOUR, N_OY = 0
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FJr_C[UK r'JOZzLr_ CUMPOTEI_ P_OG_AM
INPUT PA_A:4F_ TF:__
wTFL = wATlO OF SECUNO&_Y 30 P_lt4_Y CORRECTED wEIGhT FLOw
_ISHP : mATIO (,F bFCO_)A_ TO PWW[M_y TUTAL PHEbSURE
TOS = TOTAL TF_IPFI_ATU_E OF _ECONI)_WY FLOW
GANIS : RATIO OF C_/CV Or bEC,JNUA_f FLO_
TOP = TOIAL IEr_PEmATUWE OF F_IMA_T FLO_
G_MP = _ATIU OF CW/CV OF PNIIAA_Y FLUw
AMR = INITIAL W_IN'A_Y taACH :'_O'_tN
ANGIR = &N(_LE oF #_YlM_t LIP (uE_WEEb)
YRATIO - PRIMA_Y NUZZLE _AUILJS _ATIU
XP_IM = PRIMAIVY FLC)W bTATIUN
I)I_RI_ = UIAMETEFY OF PRIMA_Y
OSHD = O[AmETE_ tIT _H_O,.,IO
F)HDY : [)TAmETE_ uF r_uuY AT P_IMA_Y FLOw STATION
CONA = CONE CENTEI_bUOY AN(_LE (UE(_EE:_)
END : EJuCTOH LkhhIH
COMMANO _ARANETm_S
SET FOIN = 0.0 FOI_ TwO blIMEN_IUNAL FLOW
SET FDIM = 1.0 FUW AXIbYM,gE[_IC FLO_
SET SOLVE = 0.0 FU_ NL)N-!41kI,_O SOLUTION
_ET SOLVE = 1.0 FU_ mIAING SOLUIIUN
bEF 50LVr_ = 2.0 FO_ I_4PIN(_E,4EN[ 5ULUTIUN
SET P_INI = 0.0 FO_ NLI _RIN[-UuT OF PwIMA_Y FLU_ FIELD
SET _WIN[ = 1.0 F(_ P_INT-ud[ UF FINAL P_IMAHY FLOW FIEL0
SET P_INT : _.0 FUK P_[NT-UUI UF FVE_Y P_INA_Y FLOW FIEL0
SET TPL0[ = 0 FO_ NO CALCU_MP PLOT
SET IPLOT = i FO_ C_I_COM_ PLOF UN EVERY SOLUIIUN






















FONM (G,PH) =bg_T (_. 0/(_,-I .0 ) _ (Ph_ (- (b-I. U )/C,I -I .0 } )
FONP (G, A_) = ( I .0÷ ((_-_ .0) /_. 0_AH_i{ '_) _ (-U/(G-I .O) )
FUNQ ((i, AM ) :S()_T ( ( G- I . U )//. U'_ _ _,!/( i . 0 ÷ (G- I . U )/_. O _AM_AM ) )
FONW (G, Vr_L ) :S!vF_ I (2.0/((_-I . U ) wV_. L_ VtL/( I. 0-VEL_Vr_L ) )
PROG_Am E3ECT

































































































IF (NITER ,GT. 0 _EAO (5,50_)
IF (IPLOT .GT. 0 _LAO (5,50£)
I
IF (ICOMP .EO. 2 READ (5,500)
IF (NSHO .GT. I) READ (5,502)









IF (ICOMP .EQ. o .AND. N_DY .GT.
IF (ANGR .LT. 0.0) TRY=I°O
CALL START
IF (TRY .EO. O.U) CALL OATUM







IF (WTFL ,EQ. 0.0) 5TA6=-I.O
CHANGE:O.O
C_ARGE:O.O
IF (IPLOT .EQ. 1} CALL PLOTC
IF (IPLOT .EO, 1) SKIP:I,O
IF (PRINT .EQ. l.O .AND. CHOKE











IF (POINT .EO. -i.0) {_0 TO 10
PAMB:PHP(ISLP)





IF (J .EO. i) DELV:O.O
IF {J °EOo 2 .O_. J .EO° 3) _)ELV=KI*(I°O÷K2)**2/3.O
IF (J .GE, 4) OELV:KI*(I.O*K2)**(J-2)
IF (DELV .GT. KJ) DELV:K3
VEL:VEL*OELV
MACH:FUNW(GAMP,VEL)
IF (MACH .6T. AMP(ISLP)) MACH=AMP(ISLP)
P(I,J)=FUNP(GAMP,MACM)
T(I,J)=PMER(AMR,ANGR,MACH,GA_P)
IF (J .EQ. 3) VEL:FUN_(GAMP,AMR)
IF (MACH °EO. AMR(ISLP)) 50 TO 14
CONTINUE
CALL EXIT



































































IF (TRY .EQ. I.O) CALL SONPF(1)
O0 16 J=2,100






IF (SOLVE .EQ. 2.0 .AND. POIriT .EG. -1.0) CALL _KEAK(J)





IF (I .E{_. NDATA .AND. NSERT .OE. 2) CALL INSERT(NSERT-I)
IF (SKIP .EQ. 1.0) CALL OUTFLD(1)
IF (ICOMP .EQ. 2) CALL PROFLE






IF (P(I,J) .EO. 0.0) GO TO 2H
CALL FIELD(J)
CALL CHECK(J,SHOCK)





IF (SOLVE .EQ. 2.0 .AND_ POINT .EQ. -I.0) CALL _REAK(J}





IF (NSERT .GE. 2) CALL INSERT(_SERT-I)
IF (SKIP .EQ. 1.0) CALL OUTFLO(1)
IF (ICOMP .EO. 2) CALL PROFLE
IF (POINT .NE. 0.0) GO TO 34
32 CONTINUE
34 IF (CASE .EQ. 1.0) GO TO 38
IF (SOLVE .LE. 1.0) CALL ESTMP
IF (SOLVE .EQ. 2.0 °AND. TYPE .EQ. 0.0) CHOKE=O.O
IF (SOLVE .EQ. 2.0 .AND. TYPE .E_. 1.0) CALL ESTMW
36 IF (ICOMP .GT. 0 .AND. CHO_E .tQ. 0.0) CALL COMP(K4,SKIP}
CALL OUTSLP
IF (IPLOT .EQ. I) CALL PLOTL
IF (IPLOT .EQ. I .AND. CHOKE .NE. -I.0) GO TU -0
IF (PRINT .EO. 0.0 .AND. CHOKE .NE. -1.0) GO TO wO
IF (PRINT .EQ. 1.0 .AND. CASE .EU. 1.0) GO TO 30
IF (PRINT .EQ. 2.0 .AND. CHOKE .NE. -I.0) GO TO _0
IF (CHOKE .NE. -I.0) CASE=I.O
IF (CASE .EQ. 1.0 .AND. IPLOT .EQ. 2) IPLOT=I
GO TO I0
38 IF (ICOMP .GT. 0 .AND. PRINT .EU. 0.0) CALL COMP(K4,SKIP)
IF (CASE .EQ. 1.0 .AND. IPLOT .EO. I) CALL PLUIL





































































pH.5([O0) ,A.b_bb(!()O) ,')-b_JA(iUO] , [_L_
X I'_ (? [ ,,."t))• Yib (.-'[• _'b,),,',,(?i) , l4O (_ol • :',IoU_[L:,NAI_Jt_LL
_")'_IL(.",-,),Y_U,,IIC(-'O) ,P_O',IIC(_) , ['_O','LL(_o) ,I_ONI("
AC'AN,: ( iOOi • YCO .lh (i(IU) ,?Lu'_ ( i ,,Of , T(:() ,Jr_( I O,.)I , I CONI"
X)_,) (It) r ) ,,Y_riu (IuJ) ,'J l''JIJA ( [ Oh i ,_43H'3
_'Jf (iCO) °YiSOY (tO(J) , )_J_,(lO,,)l ,,_I)Y
w I F L • N bHW, | 0 _ • rU_-', ,_Ai,i-_• 0 p,i+e • F UN_3 • A r.'ff, A NOR, a Pffr_F, A _ sap S,
K_',Y I r_• Y_ I,._, :_,v I !4,0P_ I i,I,CF L ,C vL ,CON_ ,U_UY ,UbHO,ENO,
PA 4,_. Y_A I I t_• P I , CU_VA, CUNV_, F I)I M, NOA I _,,',_ ru_,
bULV;, C_i,< r • C_ ANi_t_, CH._PhE, TYPe_ ,POI _T, b I _L_
_Ta (_) • _,-vLL (d")) , aLEA'_ (r_b) ,TI ILL ([_i .NII rL_, T_Y
//.16X. i/HIaRI_ARY NuZZLh E,',iI" OIAMETEff, U_RIM =F9.5)
II3SX,,Id_P_IMANY NOZZLh LI_ ANbLt.., AN[_rx =FIO.5)
//A'3A,4.]HF}IAMEIEk OF Tri_ CYCLINURICAL _HffOuI). ObHO --Fg.O)
//35,',,3_,_LOCATIoN OF PffII4A_Y NOZZLE, _P_IM =FIO.5)





FLJNA (G•AM)=( (G*I .O)/_.O)**(-(6*i.U) /(2°O*(t_-i.U] ) )*I.O/AM*(I.O+
I (G-i. !I} /Z. J*AU*A;4) ** ( (t)+i. O) / (2. O* (b-i.O)) )










o13 FORMAT (II35X,;IIHP_IMaRy NOZZLE _AUIUS RATIO• Y_ATIO =F8.5)
his FORMAT (II3HX,wOHPRIM_RY NOZZLE _EYNULOS NUMDhff• REYPRM =EIO.3)
_[6 FORMAT (//_6X,_2.Tu[AL IEMPE_AIU_E OF SECONOAkY FLOW, TOS =F_.3)
hi1 FORMAT (II_X,SUH_AI'[L) OF SPECIFIC HEATS FO_ SECuNDA_Y FLOw, GAM5
I=F8.6)
hlB FORMAT (II3mX,_OHTUIAL ILMPERATu_E OF P_IMAWY _LOw, TOP =F_.3)
hI_ FORMAT (ll:iSX,_dff_AIIO OF SPLCIFIC _EATb FUR PffIMAHY FLOW, GAMP =F
_2D FORMAT (II]b_,*b_FLOw IN EJECrU_ ib Twu OIMENSIO_AL, FOIM = 0.0)
h2_ FORMAT (II_oX,43HFLu_ IN FJECTOR IS _XlSYMMET_IC, FUI_ = 1.0)
hR_ FORMAT (ll.i_X,_qHNUM_hff UF PqJINTb SPtCIFING SHROUD CONTOUr, NbHU =
113i
_26 FORMAT (II35_,wTmNUM_CR OF POINT> _PECIFIN6 PLU6 CONTOUR, NBDY =13
li
h2_ FORMAT (//_5_,50HNUM_LR OF POINFb bPLCIFIN6 PLUs CONTOUR, N_UY =
15i
o30 FORMAT (//36X,bO_NUM_ER OF POINTS bP_CIFING ENIERENCE CONDITIONS,
INOATA =I3)
532 FORMAT (ImI•IISI^•2_mSffROUD CONIOU_ bPECIFICAIIUN511)
b34 FOwMAT (IQX,3HI =I3,4_,gHXSHu(1) =Fg.5,4X,gHYS_O(1) =F8.5,4X,
IIOHOYSU_(1) =FQ,o,w_•IO_ANGLE(I} =Fg,_}
h3m FORMAT (IHI,//_2_,27HPLU6 CONTOuw SPECIFICATIONS//)



























































































IF (FDIM .EQ. 1.0) wRITE (0,622)
WRITE 46,024) NSHD
IF (ABS(CONA) .EO. 0.0) wRITE 46,626} NUDY









IF (NSHO .Eu. I) XSHU(1)=O.O













IF (LINE .LT. LCHK) GO TO 12
LINE=O
IF (I .LT. NSHD) WRITE (69632)
12 CONTINUE
14 IF (ABS(CO,_A) .Gf. 0.0) CALL CONE












IF (LINE .LT. LC_K) GO TO 18
LINE=O




























































































XIS(21,r'e) ',Ylbi?!,/t,) ,,W(,"i ) , [AU(26) ,NbONIC,,NANGLE
Xb') _IC (gt)) + Ybt)iqlC (2b) ,PD()r.4[C (/O) ,_[St)'.llC t_O) , ISONIC
XCOI_ g ( 100 ) • YCtJ._P[ ( I 0U) ,utfJJ_h ( I C 0) , TCO:'v__ ( I DO) , [CONE
_D.41J (I 0O} ,,YbrIt)(I U0 )_,DYSuA (IL_L) i ,_fqCHI3
<_14)Y(_OO} • Yt10Y ( _ (]U) +13 f_t)A ( iO0 ) ,N_OY
I,_[ _-- L ' H 5_ " T U_, 1 Uw, G _ 1'4'_, (:,_ M#, F Ohb, AMW • ANo_, AWWE F, AbSAP) +
PA,"r5, Y;vA T ] [) ,_i'_ ] ,_CUBIVA, CONV_, FiJ 1 M,_ NO _T _)l_b [ U_,_
%ULVE • CHUKt_, C_ai'_t,[, CH_,_Gt" • [Y#r._, _UI NT* bT _13
COMMON PlS(FCI,AKEA(_-_),WLEAK(Eb), [[ IL_.(L_!,NI Ih_,TWY
CO_WMUN/_INLf_/XSU',I(IOUI , Y_UM (IUU) ,UEL)_L)(I00) ,T_EIaS(IO0) •
I CFS_O(tOO) ,_CNE (luO) ,YC_qL (I00) ,UtLCNE t tUU) .T_ItTaC(IO0) •
2 CFC;',IF(IOU) ,KEYP_+4,POP,AOF >,VOF',_EYbEC,POb,AF)S,VOS,PF_,_,SCAL_
WEAL Mu&VE
FUNMU (AM ) =aSI N ( t. O/AM )
FdN_(G,Pr_I =SQwT (/,O/ (,_-|,O) ° (P_o* (-(_-I.O) /(+I-J,OI }
FONP(G+aM) :(i.O+ (G-I.O)/_.O*aM*A'4)**(-G/(_-I.O) }

























































































A"_(,W= T 50 _ IC ( I )
[R )0 t_ I=£.NI)ATA
x_oNI C ( I I =xSOt_IC ( I-I J
Y bu_,_I C ( [ ) =Y)UNI C ( l-I ) -DELY
O'(i_O,_ =0.0
[F (,_EF .t,f. 0.0) i)Y,40_,=-YSuNIC(I}/,',_REF
IF (FDI'_ .EO. 0.0.0_. r_l,_!.)Y.Eu. 0) bO lU j.4
{_P=F UNQ ({,AMP, AM_ )
OP=L_P*E{J_ ( ANGLY. )
VP=LQ_'* S [ N ( A.WGLE )
VOP=-i . 0/ I AN (A_qtJL_ )
CALL CONIC(X. NEF,YS(,H_IC(I) ,UP,VP,VUP,OAMP)
WP=bL_t T (UP*UP',Vw*vP)
AI4TJ ( I ) =F" L.I;'4,-_(GAr_P, OP)
# SON I C ( I ) =FONP ( (_AMP _ A_4Q ( [ ) )
rsoNIC ( I ) =-A I AN(VPIUP)
}.4 TAVt-.=AVC(I_ON{C(I),[_L}NIC(I-I))
_dAVE=AV{-_ (FUNI_U (&M_,_ ( I ) ) ,FONMd (Ai'IL_( I-I ) ) }
L)(Lp) =[AN(TAVh-MUAvE)
x_or_[C ( I ) = (YbUNI(" ( I-i ) -Y_ONIC ( I )-o (A_) *X_0NIC ( I-I ) ) / (UYQOx-O (2) }
_'SO:_ [C ( I ) =Yst)NIL; { I-i ) ÷D (_) * (x:_U_IC ( I ) -XS(JNIC ( l oI ) )
GO TO l_
l,h _,bON] C ( I ) =XS(>NIC ( I-I )
CALL FINI)(_(SONICI[) ,YbONIC(I) ,UY(.#L)X,J.0)
i) y(_O X =[) y (,H) X _-UD_'}13 _
YbONIC(I)=f_ONIC(I } +uELCNE (ICONh)
TAVE=AVE(TSONIC(I),Tb0NIC(I-I))
MOAVE=Av'E (F[JN_40 (AMO( I ) ) ,FUN_4_)(AM_ (1-1) ) )






PCONE ( ICONE ) =PHONIC (NoATA)




















5UrtNOdT [ NE 50NIC5
















FUNP (G, A_4) = ( I . 0÷ (G-J.. 0) /2_. 0*AM*AM) _* (-G/((_-I . 0 } )
Fdr,JR (G, A"_) = ( J.. 0+ ((_-I. 0) /,P. 0*AM*A _/) ** (-I • 0/ (G-l. 0) )
FONQ{G,P)=_;_kT ( (_+I.0)/'_-I.0)*I)..U-P**((G-i.0) /I_)) )
FU_'4V (G, A'4) =SOP I"( ( [:,+I. (i) /__. 0{'_4"/4;'I/( I • 0 ÷ (G-I . 0 ) /,£. 0*AM*AM) )
OMEGA { V, A'4 ) =AL[)G ( 2.0 *V ",_A,4/b_#_4 [ ( I.. U-A,4*AM ) / ( I . b ÷ bW_'I ( _ . 0 + V _V*








































































T f) Or>TAIiq CONVEWbI'NCt IN SUBROUTINE Sn

















IF (ITER .LT. 251 bU TO I_
wRITE (6,bOO)
CALL EXII
14 IF (TEST .61. E_O_*VELAP_) GU TO 12
VMIN=O.750
[F (I_ANGLE .GT. NMAX) NANGLE:NMA_

























IF (J .LE. _CHN6_) UT=UI
IF {J .GT. NCHIqG[) UI=OT/2.U








































































































o00 FORMAT (t_l,//e0_,WShdNA_LE ro O_TAIN CONVE_bENCE IN 5U_ROUTINE bO
l_IPT////)
h02 FORNAT (_X,6HITE_ =IT,_,_HX(2,I) =F_.b,_,H_Y(_,I) =F_.5,_X,
l_P(2,1) :F_.5,_K.dHT(2,1) :F_.b,_X,hHTkb/ =iw_l_._)








IF (P(I,J) .EO. u.0) GU TO l?
CaLL F0hi[Ch(t_,J,_,ikt_d) )
IF (J .GT. t .AN,). aNG(E) .GL.
COt_Tl _UE
CALL 0JTbLP




















































IF (P(I,J) ,E(J. _).0) GO [0 2_

















O(S) =FO[M*C (_)*C ([ 1)/(C(l t) {_C (lb))
L)XOA=(X(i, t)-X (t,_)) / (_I4(_([)-_NG(_))





IF (P(l,1) .GT. PSONIC(IbuNIC)) GU Tu t2
CALL FUNICS(K,x,Ar_G(1))
TEST=AHS(T(R,I}-ANG(1))
IF ([TER .LT. _5) (,O TO 22
IF ([TER .EQ. _5) w_i[E (o,h00}
_RITE (o,h02) ITt_,_(_,I),Y(_,I),P(2,i),AN(_(I),TLST
IF ([TE_ .E(_. 50} CALL E_[T





















SUNRUUT I N_-'_FONICS(K, J,ANGLE)













XSLP(i00) °YSLI_IIU0) ,A_41-'{i00) ,IHETA(10U) _F'r_p(iO0) ,A,_b(t00) •
PUb ( [ (JO) • ASASS ( ], OL)) • i.)_'__L)A ( i O O ) • i SLY'
XIS (21 ._)) _YJb(_i _2b) _¢I (_i) , fAd(26) _NbUI_IC,NANGL r_
Xb(}i'_IC (_b) • YSO',IIC (db) • PbO,_IC (dO) . T_.UNIC (de) , l bONIC
×cn_wE (lOu) • YCOcqE { IOU) ,,_CL);'_F.. ( 1 dU) • ICONt. ( IUU } • ICONt.
X S,_,) ( I 0;_ ) • Y_b ( I uu ) ,,)YSU_ ( I U0 _ ,,_b_O
Xm,)Y(IOU) ,Y_'IUY(100) ,Oy_IUXIIUU) _I'wHUY
W T F L _ HSHP, 1 US _ f O_ • (_A '4_.° b_4 H, F UN(._ • A;4.4, AI_IbK • A PI_E F, A _SA_ b,
;<I"PI r4, Y_R I _", AP_ I M _ OPR I M, CI"L _ CVL, COhA • Ut_U f, OS_U, ENd,




































",')0 FOr,CHAT (IHI,//_OX,4_I_",ONIC pwi[_T (AF') Lit_5 UUI_IIJE RAN(_E OF 150CLI
[ ,_-b/i)
_>')2 FOr_tR_T (//2_q._,I'_HAISI,.buNIL.K) =l-'_.'3,].bXo_-rl/,V =F_l.5,iSAi|OtIAIb(l*_,
1) =Fr_. _//)





P ( 7 9 I ) =FO_9 p (t_At4V i A i4_ )
qACH=F UNtil (GAMP ,P ( I • J) )






IF (K .P_Q. MANGLe) (_U TO I_































SUHROUTINE ,OIINU { J)























PAMH, Y_A[ I O_P[ , CUNVA, CONV_ ,F 01 M, NUATA, N_TOP.









bOO FORMAT (I_I.//_O_,_THui_LE TO O_IAI,_ CONVE_£iRC6 IN SUDROUIINE LI
INE///I)
'30W FORMAT (14A°lFl£.q)















































IF (IC()Nt .Eo. 1 .AN_. N_uY .5[, 0) CALL CNLY_(OOSOX)
ICONE=ICO'_£+ 1
OtLCNE(ICO_E) =DtLCNE { {CoNe-I)








Y(2,J)=YCNE (ICONE) +OELC:_L (IC<)N_)/COS(TCNE)











IF (NSDY .61. 0 .ArwO. REYPHM .hi. O.U) CALL C_LYW(ODSDX)
12 TEST=AdS(P(2,J)-W_EF)
IF (ITE_ .LI. _5) _0 TO I_
IF (ITE_ .6(Q. _b) _RI[E (O,OuO)
IF (ITEm .LI. -h) (,0 ro I_
CALL OUTSLP
IF (CHOKE .EQ. -I.0) CALL OOILYR
IF ()PLOT .EQ. i) CALL PLOTL
CALL EXIT

































_O0 FOPMAT (I_I,//_Ox,_8_UN_dLE [00. IAIN CDNVEwot_C[ IN SUbrOUTINE F)
IELD////)
_02 FORMAT (8X,SMITEP =I3,w_,4_A(Z,J) =Fa.b,_K._Y(2,.II =FS.5,_X,




























































IF (ITER .LI. _5) GO TO 12
IF (ITER .EQ. 9b) WRITE (6,600)
WRITE (6,_02) ITER,X(2,J),Y(2,J},P(2,J),T(2,J),TEST
IF (ITER .EQ. I00) CALL E_IT



















































bOO FORMAT (IHI,//.Ox,_7_UNA_LE TO OOTAIN CONVE_6tNCE IN SUBROUTINE SL
liP////)
o02 FORMAT (_X,hHITE_ =13,4X,_mX(2,J) =F_.S,wA,_Y(2,J) =FB.b,_A,





















































































IF (POINT .EO. -I.0) GO TO 24






IF (POINT .Eu. -l.U) GO TO 2_
18 Y(2,J):YSLP(ISLP}







IF (PEST .GT. 0.0) PEST=PEST**(-(GAMS-I.O)/{,AMb)-I.O
IF (PEST .GT. 0.0) CALL STORE(J)






IF (ITER .LT. 95) GO TO 22
IF (ITE_ .EO. 9b} WRITE (_,600)
IF (wTFL .EO. 0.0) wRITE (0,o02) IIER,x(2,J),Y(2,J),P(2,J},
I T(d,J),TESTY
IF (wTFL .GT. 0.0} WNIT6 (5,602) ITEH,X(2,J),Y(2,J),P(2,J),
I T(2,J),TEbTP
IF (ITER .EO. i00) GO TO 23
22 IF (ITER .LT. t) GO TO IZ
IF (TESTP .GT. E_UR*P(2,J)) 5U TO 12
IF (TESTY .GT. ERPOR*Y(2,J)) GU TO 12
23 IF (STAG .GE. 0.0} GO TO 24
CALL FINO(XSLP(15LP),YP,DYPD×,2.0)
DELTA=YP-YSLP(ISLP)

























































































_UO FORMAT (I.I,//G3X,_ZHUNA_LE TO U_[AIi_ CONVE_ut_CE IN SUBROUTINE
IiO////)
002 FU_M_T (22_,oHITEP =Ih,wX,7mASA_ =Fd.5,wX,b_bEC =F_.5,wX,
1 6HUELW =F_.b,_X,EHTEST =IPEl_.b)
_04 FORMAT (|HI,//_SA,I_AS,III)
hO6 FOWMAT (_2X,6HISLP =Ih,_A,b_SLP =F_.b,wX,bH_bhC =F_.b,4k,




IF (ISLP .EQ. _) NPOI,_T=o
IF (SOLVE .EQ. 0.0 .0_. STAG .EU. -l.O) GO TU 18









IF (ITER .EU. 2) ASAS_(I_LP)=*_ECI_IFL_ASA55(I_LP)
IF (ITER .GT. _) ASA_b(ISLP)=AbASb(IbLP)+UAUW*(WTFL-WSEC)












IF (OELA/ASEC .GE. 0._0) (,U TO lh
IF (ITE_ .(_T. |) UAUw=(AbAVE-AbASb(ISLWI)/(WbAVE-wSEC)
IF (ITER .LT. 40) bO TO 12
IF (ITE_ .6'_. _5) w_IrE (o,buO)
WRITE (h,oO_) ITKW,AS_bb(ISLP),_bEC,UELW,TEST
IF ([TER .EO. bO) CALL EXIT
12 IF (TE_T .GT. O.IO_E_O_) GO TO IS
ASAvE=ASASS(ISLP)
IF (AREA(1) .LT. 1.20) ASAVE=A_EA(NI[ER)
IF (ASPREF .GT. ASbAPS) GO TU 10








I_ IF {POINT .NE. -I.O) GO TO 2_
IF (bTA_ .EO. 1.0) GO TO XU






































IF (WTFL .E{3° 0.0) I_O [u 21




IF (OELP . ,f. 0.0 .ANO. OELQ .(_l. 0,0) DELA=U_LP
21 IF (OASI)X(ISLP) .hT. 0.0 °ANO. DAbD_(ISLP-t) .u[.
IF (!)ELA .SE. 0,0 .ANU. OAU_ .G[. 0.0) POINT=I.0
IF (TRY .E_. 1°0 .ANi]° ISLP .Lb. NUA[A) POINI=D.O
IF (XSLP(ISLP) .LI. E_D ,ANO, AWEA(NITEN) .LE. 1.05)
IF (xSLP(ISLP) .GE, E_O) POINT=I.O
IF (SOLVE .LE. L.O .0_. 5fAG .[u. 1.C) GO TO 2*
IF (OELA .GT. 0°0 .ANd. DAOX .hi. O.V) POINI=I.O














































































IF (ISLP .EQ. i) AMIN=IO.O























































IF (CHa_G_ .Fu. 1.0) _0 To IE
CaLL &JA_(:P,Y#_AL#_,AbEC,OAOA)
ASAbb(I)=A56CIAPKIM*APREF/ASmA_
IF (I .EQ. l) GO TU I_







IF (YSLP(I} .LtZ. 0,0) AbASS(1)=O.b





IF (ASASS(1) ,GT. 1.0) GO lO Ib






IF (I .F_T. I) Go TO 20
Ib TEST:A_S(ASASS(1)-A_AVE)
IF ([TE_ .LI. H_) GO IO I_
wRITE (b,_OO)
CALL EXIT
i_ IF (TEST .GT. EH_ON*ASA55(1)) 60 TO I0
20 POINT:O.O
IF (ASASS(I} ,LT. l.O) #OINT=-I°O
IF (ISLP .(_T. I .0_. POINT °EQ. 0°0) GO TO 22
HSHP:I.SO_HS_P/ASA5_(1)
ASAS5(I)=0.50






























































































































50_RuUT I _rZ LAYt_
OOSDK=O.O






IF (FOI_ .£(_. 1.,;)
IF (_TFL .6T. 0.0
IF {_TFL .bT. 0.0
IF (wTFL .EQ. O.u















VOS=b3.3* TOS*FUNu ( l Ob ) IP_)5
SETA=I.2_
.A_;. IhLP .t_. i) GO TO id
.AN<). 15LP .uT. I) (,0 TO I_
°AND. AMS(I-I) .(.T. 0.0) GO IO 14
14 CALL FIND(kSLP(I).YSUM(I).UY)_,E.O)
IF (i .G£. ! .ANU. Ai_(1) .E_J. 0.0) _,0 TO 30
IF (I .GT. [ .AND. AM_(I-I) .E,_. 0.o) (.u TO _0
IF (OELSHi)([) .E_. O.i)) _[A_I=t.,
AMSHD:A_5([)












































IF (ISLP .EQ. 1) GO [U 30
IF (OELSHD(I-I) .EQ, O.u} GO TU 30
IF [START .EQ. 1.0) DELSHO(1)=OELSMD(I-I)



















































































IF (FDIM .EQ. I°0) _ETA=I.25
AMCNE:FIJNM(GAMP_PCONE(1))



















































IF (_EX .LE. 0.9) GO [O I_











































































COMMk)N [J[5()5) ._A,-_-A (_3) ,WLEAK (2'5) ,Tl [LE (iS) ,NI IE_,TRY
FUNA(G,AM} = ( (h÷| .0) /2.0)**(-((_÷i.U) / (2.0"((,-I.0) } )*I.0/AM* (I.0÷
I (G-A.U)/_.0*A'4*AM)**((,_÷I.0)/(_.U*(b-I.U)) }
F-LJ_4{_((_+ AP / ) :_LVr4 [ ( (t++ 1.0 I I_.0*_M*AM/(i.0* (G-I. 9) /2.O'AM*AM} )
C-4()CCO (c..,a,g) : a M*A_,'/ ( p. 0/ ((:.-|. U ) +AA*AM )
F Ji_C,j ( C A, P_ I ) = ( I. 0 -C A ) *P_ I / ( | ° U -CA*Pm I *P_ I )
AVe- (X I • X_') = {X l÷A_)/P_. U
P-+ I _ : F L)_<# (C,a M S, Am b ( I bl_P ) ) /FU_O ( bAMP • ,_,"IP( I 5LP } ) * 5_W T ( TOS/TOP )
C_A_'_l: (gAmP*_eTFL*_,,_MO)III.o÷WTFL)
S I I _I = ( I. (;,',"HI_) / ( I. U-#_I _)
C_I Ib0=C_OCCO(GA+'IP,AMP{ISLP))
CA I _:CA I I SQ* ( !. Wj-P_II _ ) **2/(CA | I SQ* ( I. 0-PH I r_) **2-" ( i. 9-CAI I B(_ ) )
51(+I=I?._",'.IO_*bQwT(CAIS(#)/(Su,_T((I.0-CAISQ)*(GAMI-I.0}/2.O))
_I,_i I=SI I Sl*5IU!
,4A [ I O=C O,,Ia ((_a MP, A MR ) /F UNA ( _AMP, a MP ( i 5LP ) )
CALL ml '_( TOO/T()P,C_ I I 5_,P_IH, 0.0, bI(_Vt_)
),<LA:P. 0/_ I(,I I*_bL P ( ! 5LF') *YSLP (I)LP) *SIGVm
)E L,,+=2.9/b I (,I I * A _L*-' ( I SLP) *YSLP ( I _LW) "_A_4A T I O*_ Ui+CF' (CA I SQ._ PH ! c$) *
































































































































































































CaLCI]LAII_,J OV "J,_c I'-'Y_ING_'E'JI (IN bd_t)UU _fALL
C (IM r4() N X ( "J* [Ol_) ,y (_, 10U) ,._ (_, tUU) , [ (_, lO0)
C(;M_"llh,_ k_[ P([O¢_I .Y_L_(LLlii),_A'IP(IOu), [rdETA(iOO),PrtP(IOO),AMb(IUUI,
| Pr_IIOD) ,_b_bS(IUU) ,i)A_u_(].gO) , IbLP
CI;M'4ilN K I h( _1 ,/h) • Y lb (,_i,,>b) • a (_I) • [AU (_6) ,i_5Ui_IC,NANGLE
COM,'4i)N _'_,)NIC(db) ,Y_O,_IC(_-6) .Pb£llqlC (_'t_) • TSU,'_IL (£0) ,IbUNIC
COt,llt,)N XC,)rq'-'. (10LI) ,YCU, II- (l!/b) ,PCON_(IU0) ,TCoNt (10O) , [CONE
CLJMM(iN ,_b,H!)(IO(,I,Yb_O(IUOI_L)YbIJK(IO(II_NSHU
C()MMOr,J ,_'_I)Y(IOhi,Yr_UY(IOO),_I)'f41JXIlUO)_,,_HUY
CUMt40H ._ [ FL , rtbr_', l Ob, I OP_, (,_ M) • _a'4P, F ON{._, A'-_, ANL_, AP_EF, ASSAYS,
I KP'_IM.Y_CI _'_,APR[M,I)I_WIM,CFL,CvL,CONA,Ut_UY,()SHU*ENO,
P Pa 44,YPATIt),PI,CONV_,CUI4VR,FIJI_4,hlDA[a,N_TUP,
'J S()L VL 'I CHOK P _' C PIANl_k _*Clt ,_.M (:llc • [ YHF_ ,_HO[ ¢,_T • b I _('_
COMMON Plb(dSl .A,_F A (d_) ,*Lt A_, (db) ,TIILr ( IHI ,i_IIEN,TRY
_EAL t AQ_'_
FON_ 6,A'),) = ((G+|.OI/P.OI**(-(G÷I.O}/(2.U*_(G-i.O)) )*I.O/AM*( l.O ÷
I ((,-t. Ul /2.;I_AM'PAM) *_( (c;* J .0l /(d.U'_(b-l.O) ) )
FUFIM GooH)=S(_'-*I (/.O/(_,-I.O)':'(PFI'-"z'(-(b-L.O)/L_)-IoO) )
FUNf_ £,,At_) =SkJ_] I I(,÷I°7))/F.D*AM_AI4/II.D+(I,-I.O)/d.O*AM#AM) )
_ECV (G,P) =( ( (r_÷l ._)*_+ (b-l.O))/( (G-I .0) '_p+ ((_÷ l.O) ) ) _'* (G/(G-I. O) )*
I _**(-I.01((_-1.0) )
ESCAPE (G.PR) =Sr_f ( (G÷] °O) / (G- I . 0) * (1.0-PR*_'_ (- {L,-I .0) /O) ) )
CRuCCI) (G, _,4) =_;4"a¢,',/ (P. U/ ((_-[. O ) *_'4*Aw_4)
TEST ((,,Pi_) = [. 0-_P** (- (c_-I. U ) IG)
AVE (XI,A2) = (XL+X, 2 ) /2.ti
_00 FO_M,al (I_I,IIJ3x, Jr_dwaAE IMPlN(,fS UN bPIRUUU _LL AT X$LP --FV.O,_I,
L, YSLP =F-_._)//)
_02 FORMAT (2,+X,hHWIFL =F_.o.,*A,IH_LEA_ =F_.h*'*x,_mF_RATIu =F_.b,z*X,






_)YO,'(=TAN( THe-:f4 ( I I I
OTi))_=(THET&(I)-T_t TA(I-l) )/(,',SLk(1)-XSLP(I-I) )
CALL FINU(XSLP(1),YP,oYPOX,2,0)
X,_EF=XSLP ( I ) ÷ ( Y_-Y SLP { [ ) ) / (OYi)A-DYPOA)
CALL F I i_D (_,,'kF • Y_[- P , OYRUX, d. _)
THETAP=THE la ( l ) +U [IJ_* (_l'(El"-X_LH ( [ ) )
PREF =HSHP
A'APEF =F,iNM ((_AMP _ #_t F )
TtnET_=_t_EP(A_P(I } ,TrIPTAP,A*I_tF ,(,a_4P)
12 oELTA=THET&_-AlPu,_(PY_' )K)
IF (DELTA oLE. 0.0) ho T0 1,4
IF (dELTA °ST. 0°0) P,_aFIo=P)I (_JAMF',_,I,_EF,uEL]_)
WEC(}.vP= [. q +K AF'_A _-_( P_A [ [ O- I . 0 )
Pr 3T=TEbI (t_,_MP, RECut4P i
IF (PEST .LT. 0.0) CALL EXIT
A'AA =F LIN,) (GA'4P, A'4RE F )
AMD=F75C APsE ( GA_AP • wYEC O'vIP )
,_= ( 1.0-rob/TOP ) * (A MD/AN_& ) '_"_21 P. 0
C= fOb TOP* (AN!)/AMA) *_/_
PH[ O=lt* S(,)# [ ( H'_:'H * C )
fOSfOP=fOS/fOk÷ (l °O-Tc_S/TOPI*PmII}
6AM I = (GAI4P+ _TFL _'t,_M5 ) / ( I . 0 * W TFL )
bl ISI= (I . 3"#_I_)/(t .U-Pml _)
C A I I S )=C_OCCu ((,,ME, AF4-'E F )
CAI bL_=CA I I b_* ( I .t)-F'HI_'_) "_* )I ( CAI i S,_* ( I .O-PH[,J ) *vd÷ ( I .O-CAI ISL_) )
_I(,l =Id. 0.4. 75_*_ F (CAI bU) / (su_(r ( ( i. o-CA Ib_i * (_,Ar_I-I o0) 12°0) )
S[611=S[ISI*51(,I
A,Y A T [ O=Fti'IA ((_Aw:A_, AWf_IR) IFuNA (G_,/4;,_ 6i )
CALL MIX ([U_/IOP,CAIl_(,),P_IrJ,Pmll),bl_,vm)
_LFAK (N[ r:_) =,,.u/51<,l I*_vbF*YRt F *atYaf Io*_%Ic, v_
XSL_ { I bL p ) = _(SLF ( I SLP- I )
YSLP (IbLP) =YbLF ( ISLP-t )
THET '_( lhL _ ) =AI _ (I_YPU&)





























_bAbb([SL#) =t UNA(hAMb. AMb(]SLP) )
PHP( IbL _) =4ECq_4_wEF
AMP ( I SLP) =FUN,M (hAb_W _ PMP ( ] bLP) )




IF" (,#LEA_,([} .EUo O.UI Ui] TO l_
W[ FF=A_S ( _ TF L-wLK A_ ( i_ I [_R ) )
IF (,4ITER .E(#. i} PI_F=I,O
]F (rqIT_ .(,f. 1) PIFF=AHb(PEb(rJIFLW)-PTb(NII_-I))
IF (_HIGH .AT. O .A_O. P[FF" .Lb. PIOL*PTSINIIE_)) GO TO ib




CHAN(,E = I . L'
#fS (,JI h-. _+ 1 ) :_5_P
,'_LEAK (N[ [_ R) =_, TFL
ASEC=Yi_*_P**FL) I M-Y bL * ( I bL#) "_/SLP (ISLP) **FO I M
IF (AdS(L)YPL)_) ,GT. O,Ol CALL AJAR(_P_YP_ALI_HA_ASEC,OAO_)
AbPAF>b=AbhC/AP_ i _I*AP_LF/A 5ASh (IbLP)
IF (_TFL .c_[. 0.,)) AbSAPb=AMINI(ASSAPb_ISPAPb)
IF {_,_TFL .Eq. 0.()) A)bAPSzASQAI_b
HSHI.-'--PdP ( ! bLP ) /PuS ( I bLW)
P(I_J-I)=&V_ (PHV(ISLP) _P_P([bLF-I) }




























I,_bt_T[UN tic FIELu PUINfS
COMMON X(P,t00)*Y(d,10U),P(2.100),[(Z,t00)




















































C_LL CO&V_ (XaVE,YAVE,P_V6, IA_E'l'l'i'£)
['.ALL CU=I" F ( xA vF ' Y_ VL ' _'_ vt ' TA 4ri ' C' <_MP)
i)(1)=C(1)
0('t) =I.O/(C(_)*CIh)*C(1) )




y (l,J) =y [ [,J-|) ÷i){ l) e (X (i,J)-X.( t ,J-t ) )
[(l,J)=T(t,J-t)+o[
p ([, j] = (1)(il)*_,( l,O-t)- (T ( l,j)-[ (L,J-I) }-[) (t}) _ (f ( _., J)-Y (l'O -1) ) )/
l )(i)
| _ C_tqT I 4L) ¢
L=NPrs
!)0 13 J=_+[{)O







|8 )!) dr] J=l,lO9










































KSONIC (2_) , YbO,,IIC (We) ,PbOINIC (_6) ,TbuNIC (2o) , ISONIC
KCONE (lOO) ,YCON5 (100) ,_CON£ (IO0) ,TCONE (100) ,|CONE
_bHl] (lO0) ,YbmO (lOll} ,OYSuA(lO01 ,NSHI)


































































IF {x(_,i) .E,). X(?.I÷I))
















































































































1O C:)_T I F_JK
|? CoNT INuF





















































ESTIMIN_TION OF [OTAL PwESSUHE RATIO FOw CHOKEU SECONDARY FLOw
IF CHOK_=-I.0 SOl_tJllO_ _A5 _oT UbEN FOUND
IF C_OKE= O.0 SOLUTION ,_5 dEEN FOUNU, _bCO_UA_Y FLOw C"OKE_






































IF (POINT .NE. l.o) (;() TO IO
IF (_REA(:_ITE_) .6E. i.0 .ANu. A_EA(NITE_)
t0 IF (NITFW .t,f. li GO IO Id
IF (POINT .Eu. -l.0i _SHP=_SHP*IJELP








































[F (_+'_I:J ._Uo ,-'T-_(J)) ,_:+l,+=a_F__(I)
th C0+_ f I i,_df
IF (';_+[h- .hi. L) r,,t) [0 i_
[ F (_I_ _ (W II+J--_'LO") .Lr.. dlUL'_PHIN) OO TO d..,,
[F (hHt',,_ .rUo U ._+L). ++L(;,+ .(,r-. P.) ,JELP=IJLLHeoELP
[F ( ',Mthd .r_i+. U) doH+:_LiJw'-hJELP
_;lj T+i ,-"h
l_ [r (_'d'_(_'4ir_-PL,J,'!) .L_. PtOL_'wi'11._) G!J TO 2'+
u._AX:l. ]
,J] 2 : [=1, _lTr_
IF (a,YEA(|) .LT. 1.01 (,tj [0 /0
IF" (_Tb(ll .___J. P'41,_) GU Tu d(J
PMI_K:A'III+I {F) I_ (I) ,;;_4A }
[F I_JP.!AX .Li). PI_(|)) ANA_=&WtA(I)
)0 []OI4T I 'JLJL
,) ._I N=A .I I ,_'_' ( I • U+_ 4 IN/2.0)
')4AA=A'4_ )K_*"( i . O+A',_A/d. O}
ALpH:.: (w4 ] 4"_I)MA_--HHA X_I)!4 [ N) / (I}NAA-U4 | N)
;ar414A= ( P 4t_-F)P_I._) / (UMAX-IJ_[_)
d_)HF':ALPm_+:+A_4_'I_4*AHF--F *(['0*A'<EF/2"0)
•iLOW: (I.g+_TOLI*_LU_
H',IIN= t I • H-P [OL I *#r,,l N






d c_ H6HP:_P4 [ N
CHUKr_:i, 0

























_U_W()U[ I NF FSTMw





















99 IO I=l° _IT_
CON T J ?4tJ_
x_(2,100) ,Y (2,1o0) ,wl4+lO0) ,T (d,i00)
XSLP(100) , YSLW(Iu0) , A'.IP (I UU) • I-ETA (£uu) , 6'rlP (i fJCl) ,A_cb( 100},
PHS (1Ofi) , "b_Sb (iOO) ,9,_SUX (I00) ,15LP
X15(21 ,2r>) , YI 5 (21,_'O) ,_'_tot) , TAd(26) ,_'JbU,'+IC, NM'_GLE
_O"gIC(2_) , Ybu.gIC (P(_) .PbUI4IC (/_h) , T_;U:qlL t(ol , ISONIC
XC')N_- ( £ nO } , YCO _r- ( ! 0O) , PCu_c (£.J0) • rcoNt_ ( 100 ) , ICON_
KS_O( tOOl , Yb*'iO ( I U0) ,OYSDA (£OU) , _brt_)
KH!)y ( I 0 r)) • Yol.)Y ( I O0 ) • 0 Y _t),_ ( tOO ) , NF_OY
TF L, _ Sllp, Tub, [ (JR, GA _4b, L,a _IW + F UNG, A _+R, Alqu_ • APRE F, ABSAPS.
XP_ I '4, YPi'4 I I4, AP_ I _4,UP_ I i4,CF L ,C VL ,CONA ,UI_U y ,I)brlL),ENt),
PA;_,I , Y_A T I (_,P I ,CO _vI.w,CONV_ ,F,J I M,.I,aljAT _ +N_ T U_, i
SOLVE,C_OKF ,CdAN6E,CH_,_, I YPr_ ,VOl,'_T • b]AG
_T.b (2b) ,A-q- _ { ___,) , ,_LE Ar_ (Oh) , [I [LE (I_) ,IKl| I C_(, TF4y


























,JO l.q. T=I. ,IITE_
[F (,,LF_K(I) .Ea. 0.U) (,U [0 1_
IF (PTS([) .(TTo _l,,_X) GO Tu 14
_'ILCJW--l ÷ b_ILOW
_Lt)WzAm,a,_ I ( Pit-, ( I ) , _L{),,',')
IF (#LO,V oE,J. PT_(1)) I'JLUW=aLEAK(1)
_,0 TO 14
l_ IF (P/'){I) .(ST. PF._) (__0 [0 1o,
,J_ IGH=I ÷0J'_ I,_r_
P,-*IG_=&:-_I,,Jl (_TG, ( [ ) *PHIt_)
IF IPHIi_,"l ._Cv. vI-%(1)) w_IIbri=WLLAK(1)
l_. CONT [ NU;-
lh IF (,_LO,'_ ._,T. 0 .p,r_L}° N_IG_ .GT. U) bO TO IH
IF (_,_r.IA_ .C,r-. 0 .Ao_O. N_I(,_ .E¢,_. 0) r¢S_P=PTS(NITE_)_UELP
IF (,'_M_ .C,E. 0 ._NO. _LOw .r_U. 0) _bnP=PIb(NIIEn)/L)ELP
[F ( :'JMA X .(i[, 0 . APJI). I_ILO _ .',[. 0) rlbHP=PMAX- (F'MA X-PLO_ )/2.0
(,0 T() dR
i_ IF (._S(_',_I(,H-wLU¢_) .LE. 0.U01) hO TO dO
HbHW=PHI(,H- (PHI(,H-_'LOW) 14.0
GO T J _;_
















































_CONE (J00) ,YCONE (LO0) ,PCONt (100) • [CON_ (100) , ICONE
_H_) ( 100 ) • fbHI) ( 1 O0 ) , OfSDX ( 100 ) , NSHI)




















































"_ H_'Y ),JTT r- C0_'VF-(,'AVr.T_/L,m_VL,IAvE,II,,JI,,I,d,,J2i
(: r UA,_', _:1
1












(-', IUU) o y (dq ltPlb) ,p(r', I. oo) , I (d, 1001
_,'i!.'j( lh,.l , YSL_ (IUC)) • A_:P (I(}o) , [_t. TA (10Ui , _,'IP (100) ,Avb (I00) ,
o._.([0(:l .a:_b(tOU).tJabl.)XllU0} .IbL_
x l -,(di,/_,) .Y [b(21,,-Cb) ,vI{,-'l } ,,I-_U(_h) ',q:::,O,'_IL,NAN(_LE
K'_} q [C (/r,) ,,Y:)tJ,,l]C { Ph) oPbUmjt.(dc_) • I :_U'qlL (_b) , I SONIC
_C')q-(100_,_Cu__(IUO) ,P_OI'_:(I.0I,ICUNL(IOOI,ICO_t
X_).,) (l (_,) _YbHL) ( I UII) _;JI'_U* (IUO) iiN::)Hti
& _ JY { 10n) ,y_y (lu0i ,_I)Y'JlJX,( i 00) IfMBIJY
4, T _ L • -.-_ ,4H, T {)_, I u_' • _)A ,.1• • (.A<H, r Oiqk] I A1,1_,'I _ I_DN t A_R_ p I A _ _ A_ _ #
V'_ _j,y_I [{''_'I ,Cu,_VA,_CONvh'_,I-UIIa,NUATA,_I"up,
g(;LV _-,_CZHOr, F ,C_ _tiq(_ _ Cr'lA K(_E , TYPE, PO INT, bl _w_
C0'.IM )N MI'_ (c'bl • _,-q-A (c'-_) ,,vLLA_, (db) , I i ILL (I'_) ,NI IEK,I_Y
C 0_'JN/CPt-O [/l F'L_J [ ,_A::. far.' 1 _.Y :S [_H f .. ^ bP_N, Y 5PA!,I, bL. ALF • 5 P'A f,,I, AX i b,
J. A{J,Vw"] J,_ YO_'.ul_q ,,;,X ::,Hi- I _,Y blip r ,_KK K ( l _ ) '_PH ( 1 '4. ) . AIJUWN ( j L)(.}) ,_ Y ACROS ( 1 U 0 )
CL)MMdil/CLPLOT/_F'I: fN• Y PE,,I, ",I_,,_N y ,,I _r_ N,, &LAt_l- L ( I ,)) . y L,u,_IFL ( 10l
C0;AqpN/bP_ CL/TE b [, d,Y(,St_ f, _PA:'.,/1
AV_ (xi ,Xd) = (X I + .',/)/d.,l
FtJNP (G, A "_) = ( I . O+ ((_--I .,l) /I. 0 _._t.i_Al,l) _';."(--t_/ (h--I .U) )
F!),_r-i_T (i_Io//2,_A,._2"ACOf_JiIILJNb tip 5UNIC l'Lt)_/ _AVr- _t_P_N _IEACHEU il,i
_,U_'YOLJTI It. C{_avr ///)
F O_r4al (,-*_X,bHXAVK =F-)._,_X,,,>_Y_,vr_ =Y,J._,,,+X,oP, HAvF =F_.b,,_X,_TAVF
=F_.b)
_,.1AX=FtJ>_P (c-_I.IP, t . li }
AqVL=AV _-(*,( I [,JLi ,X([d,O,-") )
Y&_/t::AV£ (r (I l.,Jt) ,Y(I_',Jc_) )
PAVt=AVE(P(I/.,Jtl ,F(Id,JP))
TAVE =Avg ( T ( [ I , J[ ) • [ ( Ii. Ji) )




IF (CHOKE .P:(O. -l.d) CALL O0[LYN




























COEFFICIL_T'5 TO THE C_ANACTE_[bTIC E_uATIUN5
01MENSION CFSIIb)
FiJNr4 (G. Ph) =bU_ I (/. U/ (G-I .0) ":"(Prl '_'_[- (,_-| . 0 ) /GI -I . ;_) )
A vPP=F UN_4 ( (_A',I,PPS }
_,MUF'=ASIrA(I.U/_Mp)
A "wl('-_P tJ--A 'q(_P ÷ & M ()P
a '4f._N U = & r,J(_ P- A _4UI.o
CFS([)=TAN(ANGFaU)
CFS (2) =TA_1 (ANGMU)
CFb(_) =CF 5(31
CF5 (%) = AtA_'4"Af"AP
CFb(O):CF b('3)




































_LI_(OUT I r_ I)ZDXi)y(w,wJ,ALF'HA,T_ET_,Or_L_,Dv,uT,,_'Y)
C J'4PLE X F,G,H.UF,DZ,LJFL)Z









CALL DFL)d:_(A(1) ,,tJ,ALPHA,_(1) .:)tLw,OFL)/)
F--C'IPLX (C!)_ (_i ( I } ) • :::,I i,_(d ( I ) ) )
t_=EXP (-/k ( I ) ) *F
H=E_P (A (1))*CQNJb,(F )
UF=G'_UFU/*IJZ-COr_J(_ (_*OF ,)Z *Pfl_. n }
bx ( I ) =;_EAL (OF)
f)i ( I ) =AI_aO (DF)
CONT I NOE
X=(UX (11 ÷4.,]*I)_ (_)'.DA(3))/f::).O















SUH_OUT I hF: L)FI)LVF$( W .W J, ALPHA _ T _flhI A, UEL_,, I)FI)Z )

























6d_RdUTINE CONI C (xW, Y_,U_,VP,VUF,i,A 4)
CALCULATION Ol_ CONUIT[ONS IN A CONICAL FLOW FILLU
DELUF_=O. OO 0 t
S I GSI_: (G_,'4- I. 0 ) / ( G_4r4÷ 1 . U )
DELT_=Y_/XP
TE ST =a_5 (O£L [ _) -A_ ( I. 0/VHP)
IF (,xBS(TE_T) .L_. E_-'(m*A_b(Ut:LfA) ) (;(3 TO 12
_ I[,NT=TES T/A_S ( TLbT )
_)ELUP=S IGN [,UOELU:,
C_LL _UNOE (LI/a_.VW,VUIa, IELIJ_,b[(,_w)
.aEbT=TE_I
5 [GNP=P_S r/ArtS (P__ S T I
rEbr=_-i5()FLTAI-AHb(I.0/V!JP)
IF (_Hb(/E_T) .Lr. E_4_O_':Q_5|L)LLI,4;) _,O TO i_
























RUNGE KUTTA INTtGPATI()N OF TAYLOW-MACCOLLI EQUATI(JN
REAL KI,_),K3,_
K 1=[)_J*FIJNV (UP • VP, VO_, b Ib_U )


























































F_J!w_ ((:,.AM) = _r_:'_It;.U/ (t'_','i . O ) e ( J.• U" { _J- J..U ) I_--.0*AI _'_"AM ) ) "_'_
1 ((_.U-(_)I(P.D*('o-I,Oil)
I T['-_=0
K..4_u.-,,:L). d 000 I
18 [T_r_:l+[f -p
F :MA(]_-F L)"I: (()A:A,p'4AC_) IA_r_
,)F I)b4: [ • Lt-FIJQ_ ( (_A_i 9 M_.C_ ) /A-_F_ &
I.IACH=MACr_-F /LIF I) 4
IF liT,'.# .LT. l_Ci;)l GO TU i_
CALL E._IT
























C=G*AM21 {,-*• (i*,".El _*'2 ) * ( ( t:,+ I. ,_) ":4"_'44.- _ • u*_E I & )
0:G*_'4Pl_t ra.**E_P*((:_+L,0}**LlJd.0*A"48-(7,0+Id'I)*t:'-3"0*G_G) 12_,0"
l AM_+3.01_*. U_'(()+I,U)*A'4_-A'42.÷d*(I/3,U)












































XS_:)(100) _Ybii0(1d0) _!)YSU_(100I _SHI}
X_OY(IOOI,Y_OY(IOO) _()Y_UX(IUO_O¥
,_T F L, M SnP, TUS, TOP, (,A M_. UA,_P, F di_G, Ar4N. ANbR, APSE F ° ASSAPS,
kP_IM_ YPNIM,AP_IM,DP_I_,CFL_CVL,CONA.U_UY,I)b_O°EN[),




















































"_tJHwuuTINE FINO (_F', YP,OYPI)A_.)UWF }
LOCATIO'4 _)F SM_OOI) CI),.ITOU._ POIJ'_T
COMMON _(( P,p 10O) ,, Y (2,, I O0) _,P (P-, IU0) ,_ I [_,, 100 I
COvIMON XSLP(ILi0I ,.YbLP(100) ,_41-'(1OO) .,I_ET,_(10U) ,PrIP(100) .iAr_S(J0O),i
l PtA<-,(|00) • ",SAbb (I00) .IL)ASL)A (It)O) ..i SLP
CO_,IrAON XI_(iI,_'_o) ,YIb(__I,_'h)._W(_I),T_U(If(-.I,_,ibcir,I[C,NANGLE
COMMON X.bCi_,iIC(,c_e,) ,,YSuqIC[Pb) .,PbUNIC(Eo) • l+SO_',iIC (db) ,ISONIC
C0_At,_c)f',iX,CC),qE(10U) ,.YCOqE(10U) ,PCONr.. (100) ,_ICUNt_ (,I.00) ._ICONE
C()MvA()N Xb,40(100) _Y-b_O(100),_OYbO,w,(100i,,,_',ibH,J
C OwI_AUN X."Hi f ( 100 ) , Y r',DY ( I O(} ) • OY_UX ( 10 O ) ,_",li-'JOY
C(')'44UN ,'_TFL,IlSrlP*TuS.. fO_',It_A,'Ab.lt_AMI-I,FUNGgAtAI'4,,IANbI,C,IAPREF,IASSAP$_
[ XVRI"4,Yr'KJi'_,A_K*ItA._LJPR[m_CFL_CVL,CONA,U_UY,I)bflL),_ENU,_
P_,i,"J. YPA | I (,.,i->I , CO_',IVA._CONVK, F I)l M,_ NOATA _.NbTUP.
:i SOL VE, {-;_ Or, k, C,_'N(_E, C._ A m or_ • T Y _'17_,P01NT, bT AG
COM'40N PT5(?_) ,A_I- A (Eo} , _wLr_Att (r'b) ._11 fLE(l"i) ..NI IE._, TIAY
__U'1 F01_,IAl- (lHI.,II37A,bA_::)I'-I_IJUI) v'oINT (,'t_) LIES uurSIOE PANGE oF INPUT
I Cc),_l r ouR//)
'oljk FL)httAAT (///'-+X,9_A,",i-IO(1) =F,_.'b,II'::)XIAMAP =F_.'_,IbA,17rlXSHO(NSHI)) =F4
i .511)
_t,_. FOkMD, T (L_L,ll3vl,t._SL_",t)oY PdE,NT (XPI LIES (}olblOE 14ANGE OF INPUT C
_:lm FOHI,IAT (I//__-A._VHXHE,IY(I) =F,_.b,lbX,_HAP =F_,.5.,IbX._IZHASDY(NU(JY) =F_
1 .'511)
IF (SURF .Eu. l..li (_d ld 14























































CO_AMON _Th(_Sl .,',,-<I-A(_-_I,,_LEAK(2_i,I'ITLEIk_I,,c, IIIE_,,T_y






































002 FORMAT (26X,55HUNA_LE TO O_TAIN CONVERGENCE IN SUBROUTINE AJAX, kS
















IF (ITER .LT. I00) GO TO 12
























































































































IF (ABS(DELX) .LT. ERROR) DELX:O.O
IF (OELX .LT. 0.0) GO TO I0
_MIN:AMINI(OELX,XMIN)
IF (XMIN .EO. DELX) K:I
lO CONTINUE
IF (XMIN .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 12
IF (K .EQ. I) K=K+L













































































































IF (P(I_K) .GI. 0.0) J=K
CI}NTINOE















IF (P(I,J) .EO° 0.0) 110 TO 14
CALL FIELI)(J)
CALL CHECK(JgSHOCK)





IF (w(],_) .EQ. d.O) NSERT=O
IF {NSE_I .GE. 2) CALL INSbRI(NbERT-I)
IF (SKIP .E_. I°0) CALL OUTFLD(1)
IF (ICOMP .EO. 2) CALL P_uFLE
XTEbT=X(I,I)÷Z.O*(x(I,2)-X(I_I))
IF (x(I,1) .GT. xCuMP) GO TO I_
IF (xTEST .GT. XCUMP) GO TU I_
IF (X(1,2) .GE. xCUMP .ON. P(l,2) .EU. 0.0) O0 TU 18
I6 CONTINUE





























































































































IF (XPHF(6) .LU. 0.0) _P_F(b)=END
L)ELX=(XP_F(_)-XP_F([))/bTEP
IF (IbLP .G[. 2) (,U TO I_
O0 lO I=I,MAX
NP_F(I}=O
IF (I .hi. I) XP_F(I)=X_WF(I-I)+U_L_
I0 CONTINUE
12 OO _b I=I,MAX
IF (xP_F(1) .EU. 0.0 .0_. NPRF(I) .E_. NMAA) Gu TO 26
IF (xPRFII) .LI. xbLP(ISLP-I) .O_, X_F(1) .(,T. ^SLP(ISLP))
1 bO TO 1_
















14 IF (ICDNE .EQ. I} bO TO Io
IF (XCONh(ICONE-I) ,L_. XP_F{I) .ANU. XCONE(ICUNE) .GE.
1 XPRF(1)) GO T() dd
IF (XCO_E(ICONE-I) °GT° APWF(1)) GO TO 20
i_ IF (XP_F([) .LT. X(l,l)) 60 TO 20
O0 I_ J=E,IO0
IF (P(I,J) .EO. O.U) {,0 [0 2h




































TPRF :TC }NE ( I CONE- 1 ) *H TI)A* (APKF { 1 ) -RCutqE ( ICUNE-I )
Y_RF (I,IP_F)=O.O












































































(//37X.31HNOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO, PTPIPO =FIO.5)
(//37X,3b_PPIMARY STREAM THRUST, FP/(WTP*AP) =F9.6)
(//37X,lSHSECONDA_Y STREAM THRUST, FS/(PTP*AP) :F9.6)
(/137X,4}HPRESSURE FORCE ON SffROUD, FS_U/(PTP*AP) :FIO.O)
(//37X,39HPRESSURE FORCE 0,_ 800Y, FmDY/(PIP*AP) :F9.6)
(I/37X,3bHS_IN FRICTION DRAG, FURAG/(PIP*AP) :Fg.O)
(//37X,34HTOTAL STREAM THRUST, FT/(PTP*A#) :Fg.6}
(//37X,3_HGROSS STkEAM THRUST, FGROSS/(WTP*AP) :F9.O)













IF (REYPRM .EQ. 0.0) YSUM(1)=YwALL
YWALL:YWALL-DELS_D(1)
ASEC=(Y_ALL*YwALL**FOIM-YSL#(1)*YbLP(I)**FOIM}/APRI M























































































IF (KEYP_ .EO. 0.0) CALL FIIO(XSL_(i),YSUM(1),DYWDK,2.0)
A_VE=AVE(_SL_(I),XbLP{I-I))
YaVE=aVE(YSUM(1),YbuM(I-I))
IF (xSLP(|) .LE. xbEC) PAVE=AVh(PMW(1)_PMP{2))


















































IF {wOff5 .GE. 1.0) Flb=O.O
IF (_OHb .L[. 1.0) FI$=PTb(NITcRi*ASSAPS*FIOEAL(GAMS,POHSI/APREF
FGRO55=FTOTAL-PO_P*AEAIT





























































bd_R,)dT INE _)uT SL_













._(2, loll) ,Y (_, tO0) ,H(£, I00) , T (d, I00)
XbL p(l(]O) ,YSL_(Iu_I) ,pA,.IP{100) ,pT_IETA(IO0) ,PHP(IOU) ,AM5(IOO) ,
PHi, (IO0 ) ,_abaSS (IUO ) ,L)t_SU.x.(100) , ISLP
X Ib (.>I._S) • YI_ (21.20) .w(21 ) _,TAU (2q)) .NbOIWIC, NAN&LE
,(.h_},._I(;(£_).YSO_.IIC(26),PbUNIC(26),TSOqqlC(2o),ISONIC
XC,)NF(IOO),YCo,,E(IO0) ,PCON__(IOOI,TCur'_E(IO0) ,ICONE
XSHIJ ( [O0 ) •Y _LI (1L)U) ,i)YSuA ( iO0 ) ,NSHE)
XHUY ( I 0 fl) , Y_OY ( | El0 ) , OYttL}X ( 100 ) _NHUY
w IFL,H._HP, TUS, fOP, (_A_S,(_At'aP,FUNG, AmR, ANbI'_,APREF, ASSAPS,
XP_ I_, YP_ ]_* AP_ I M,UPR IM, CFL,CVL,CONA*L)_$UY, C)SHO, END,
PA'_r_,YRA T I(J,_P i ,,CONVA. CONV_,_ F 0 [M, NDATA, N_TuP,_





















(//_7X,:_HSECONO_Y CORRECTEU wEIGHT FLOW _ATIO, WTFL :
_q°h)
(//37X_aI_SECOQDARY TOTAL P_EbSURE RATIO, PTS/PTP =F9,6)
(II37X_OHSECO'qOA_Y CelIICAL AREA RATIO, AS*laP* :F9.6)
(//37X,3HHPRIMAMY NOZZLE FLOW COEFFICIENT, CFL =F8.5)























IF (I .L_, .5 .0_. I .6E. wl) bU TO I0







IF (CHOKE .EQ. -t.O) (_0 TO 20
IF (ICOMP .EQ. 2) CALL OUTPRF
CALL OUTLYR





























































































































IF (_EYPRM .EQ. 0.0) (;0 TO 18











IF (NUOY .EU, 0) GO TO 10
ISTOP:ICOrlE-I

















































_RIT_ (h,_Ob) XCL)Nt {I),YCONE(1),A:_C_L(1),DELCI_E(1),THETAC(1),
] CFCP_ ( I )
IF (I .NEo 4b) _0 TO 12




14 IF (IPNCH .EU. O) {,0 ro I_

















PUNCH 500, (TITL_(_), K=I,9)
PUNCH 50_, POS,TuS,AMHUO,GAMS,PR_RECUV


























)UHROUT INE OuI S,WP





















XRRI _, YHR I M, APR I M,DPRI M _ CFL _CVL,CONA, UmuY _{)SHO _ END,



























AV_ (X | • _(?) : lit i ÷X/) /7. U
_ijrj FO_r4AT (IHI,//3Jx,I_'_,//)
_tl_ l-'O_r,'i_T ('f,n_t_,_.il'_tHxilC =F_]._,'JAeleIMY$0NIC =FS.Si_#,ioHTSONIC
i-lrI= _ , {.i
CFL=L .O
CVL= J.O
_h _= 0 . J
,'_ITr_ (h,_Oal (flTL_(ml, rC=l,l,_}
OO l0 I=l,lSt)_IC
aLPh,_=CO,'IVM*T 50N I C { I }
W,4 ] ][ ( b, r_!)_ ) X St)N I C ( [ ) t Yb(]r,l[ C ( I ) ,_ALP'MA
IF (I .Et#. ti c,O Iu l,,_
Y'3, vE=AvE ( g _tDN TC ( i ) * YbONIC ( I- I ) )
ravE=avE ( T c_cJN IC ( i I , [bONIC ( I -I ] )
Ox=_50_IC ( I-1 I -XbUNIC ( I }
_)_'=YbO:,.II(.II-ti-YbUNIC([)
& _;4= APgrM÷ ( I . 0 *F U I M ) * f A V E*i':F[] IM_'O Y
C VL=CVL ÷ ( I • 0 +F I)[ ,'.,) * Y aVE**FO li4*C(>_ (ravE) * (COS (TAVIz) *UY-
I bT'4(IAVEi*UX)
CFL=CFL+ ( l. C,÷F 0 ['_) * YA vEe'RF b 1,4_ (COb ( 'raVE ) *oY-bI N ( TArE ) *Ox )
IO CON r [;,_uE
CVL=CVL/CFL
CFL=CF L/A_,4'M
IF (M'EYP_,4 .El.). u.O) bO To 12
_ l=Z'.. O'C}. "llOI(I.u÷PE#,ilCOS(A_S(ANG_) )
KP=4.0"0. _ IU*_EX/ ( ( I. O÷PEX) * (E.O*PEX))


























































IF (LINE .LE. LCH_} bO [0 I0
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_RITE (6,600) (TITLE(J), J=I,}_)
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[SKI_=I*I,_KIH
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Figure 3. - Effect of Reynolds number on performance of a choked conical nozzle. Primary
nozzle lip angle, a, O; ratio of primary total pressure to reference static pressure,
Pp/Po> 2.
_ '-- Rh_kPression
(a) Low secondaryflow. ..,//.,, _"_s_ll_ g
(b) High secondaryflow.










Figure 5. - Geometric input variables. YRATIO = DAPRH/DPRIM.
Figure 6. - Geometric input variables, pltJ(j nozzle ejector.
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